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Dear friends! 

 Again we are coming to you with new catalogue and again we are including many new 

varieties in it, probably not so much as we would like to do, but our stocks are not rising fast as 

the demand for our bulbs. We hope for much more novelties in next catalogue. Unfortunately last 

year we didn’t succeed to go to our traditional mountain expedition. We planned Turkey, but for 

political reasons (Kurdish rebel threats) it was too dangerous and then it was too late to receive 

visas etc. for our traditional Central Asia. So, you will not find our expedition report in this 

catalogue. 

 We had quite difficult season. Although bulbs in autumn 1998 were planted in good time, 

winter came early with enormous icing during December, when temperature in nights felt down 

till –18
0
 C and there was no snow in our nursery. Regardless to good covering with peat frost 

damaged a lot of bulbs – especially suffered large Fritillarias, Colchicums, some Crocuses and 

there were serious root damage for Daffodils. We have never recorded frost damage on Fritillaria 

imperialis, raddeana, eduardii, pallidiflora before, but last season it happens. The frost killed 

almost all Crocus sieberi varieties, Crocus medius and some other rare bulbs. Spring was not far 

better – cold and extremely rainy up to the end of May. It was the first season in our gardening 

activities when our nursery had no flowers to take part in The National Show. Flowering was poor 

or atypical, the pollination was damaged and there were almost no seeds to collect. As a result, it 

was not possible to send you planting material of some plants in our traditional quality and size. It 

was followed by the hottest and the driest summer in our memory. No drop of water and every 

day +30
0
 C since the end of June up to late autumn. Soil was so dry that it was not easy to replant 

bulbs. Just last two years showed extremes of our climate – Summer of 1998 was one of the 

wettest and the coldest when we had only 3 days without rain and temperature never was warmer 

than +18
0
 C, and in 1999 – absolutely contrary. 

 Autumn was very long and winter is very mild until now, too. All snow melted. Due long, 

nice, cool autumn bulbs received necessary cold period, and in our tunnel Iris rosenbackiana, 

kolpakowskiana, Crocus michelsonii, Colchicum hirsutum and some Corydalis are in flowers 

now, in garden a lot of Crocuses, Corydalis and some other bulbs are showing shoots out of soil. 

However the usually coldest month - February is ahead. To be safe we were forced to invest in 

some heating system for our tunnel, if temperature falls below –10
0
 or even below –20

0
 C, what 

for February or even the first half of March here is nothing special. What to do outside – we don’t 

know. 

All our bulbs are harvested annually and kept in the bulb shed according to the biology of 

each species. Here they must be replanted early - we start replanting in the second part of August. 

Please, do not delay with ordering. We will be very pleased to receive your order before the 1
st
 of 

August. Dispatching of later orders could be problematic, because bulbs might be already planted 

at that time. Winter can start early here - in the last week of October. 

If you are sendig payment dirrectly to us, we hardly recommend to you to pay by cheques 

marked “not to exceed”, because then we can to cash correct sum for postage and if we will be 

short in some plants, we will omit problems with returning of money. Last season we for example 

due extreme dry weather lost almost all stock of Cremastra variabilis and it was not possible to 
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sent this quite expensive plant to our customers. Such things can happen with everyone plant. So 

payment by “not to exceed” cheques will be more easy for both. Better to send cheques in your 

national currency. Last year some of our Canadian customers who sent us cheques in USA dollars 

were charged to enormous commission (up to 20%) by Canadian banks, earlier the same 

happened with some German customers, who sent us Eurochecks in dollars. We can accept 

cheques in Canadian or Australian dollars, in German Marks or any other national currency by 

realistic exchange rate. You can send money to our accounts in Rabobank  (Holland) or Ulster 

Bank (Great Britain), too. At any case, we recommend you to consult at your bank at first to avoid 

extra charges. Normally banks are charged only ~10,- USD for each check in foreign currency. 

I wish you all the best in the new gardening year and I truly hope that you all will be 

satisfied with our bulbs this year, too, 

Yours  

                 Jānis Rukšāns 

 

ALLIUM 

 There are not many genera which are so diverse from gardeners standpoint (size, colour, 

flowering season, ecological conditions etc.) and so difficult by botanist standpoint (correct 

naming) as Alliums. For many years we collected various Alliums in the former USSR and tested 

them in our garden. Many species disappeared after one-two years of cultivation, but a lot of them 

enjoyed the new conditions. 

  Another problem was to give correct names to our treasures. Taxonomy of Alliums is 

difficult, descriptions in various Floras are incomplete and contradictory and correct naming 

without comparison with type specimens in main Herbaria is not easy. Fortunately our friend Dr. 

Arnis Seisums' doctorage theses were on the taxonomy of the genus Allium. Three seasons he 

worked with our collection and as a result many samples that where grown only under collectors 

numbers received correct names, some names were changed. Unfortunately changed were names 

of some Alliums, which received worldwide distribution under wrong names just from our 

nursery. We discussed this subject with famous bulb-growers and botanists of Holland, Britain, 

Sweden and decided that we must correct the names. We completely agree with Antoine Hoog, 

who wrote to us: ‘The confusion will only grow if we wait any longer’. 

 Generally Alliums are not very difficult. The most of them need full sun and good 

drainage. We harvest them annually (with some exceptions) to give a good summer rest. 

1. Allium acuminatum 

Big reddish violet flowers held on 25-cm high stems. Nice Allium from dry, 

sunny rocks in northwest America. Naturally small bulbs. 

 

   5.00 

2. Allium aflatunense 

True A. aflatunense collected by us in Chatcal mnt., Kirghizia. Flowers 

bright violet in dense umbel on 1,2-m stem. Very different from the one 

usually grown under this name in Holland. 

 

 

1.00 

3. Allium alexejanum 

Flowers greenish white with purple midrib in nice umbel on very short stem. 

Leaf one, elliptic. Earlier under this name the closely related A. nevskianum 

was offered, which differs in habitus and purple flowers. Extremely rare. We 

collected it at Zaamin, Turkestan mnt. range, at height 2700 m.  

 

 

 

25.00 

4. Allium altissimum 

Many other species have been distributed under this name, while the true one 

seems to be extremely rare in cultivation. Similar to A. jesdianum, but taller 

and blooms approximately two weeks later. Flowers deep violet-purple. 

From East Kopet-Dag, Turkmenistan. Offered only by us. 

 

 

 

8.00 

4. Allium amplectens 
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5. Allium backhousianum (syn. A. gultschense) 

Extremely rare species offered only by us. Flowers white with up to 1,5-cm 

long linear segments in a tight umbel on 1,4-m high stem. Splendid addition 

to the tallest Alliums. From Fergana mnt. range. 

 

 

15.00 

4. Allium caesium gaišais 

 

 

 

 

4. Allium caesium tumšais 

 

 

 

 

6. Allium barsczewskii ‘AKBULAK’ 

Flowers up-looking bright reddish purple, every year marked as “excellent”, 

blooming in early summer. Height 40 cm. One of the best forms of this very 

variable sp. from Akbulak valley, Uzbekistan.  

 

 

8.00 

7. Allium brevicaule 

Flowers rose in umbel 1,5 to 2,5 cm in diameter on very short, 5 - 10 cm tall 

stem. Due to its tiny habit, excellent for rock garden. Naturally very small 

bulbs. From S. Turkey. 

 

 

3.00 

8. Allium caeruleum 

Flowers bright sky blue in dense umbel on 1-m high stem, very beautiful. 

Mid-summer. From Kirghizian Alatau near Bischkek. 

 

0.50 

9. Allium cardiostemon 

Blackish purple flowers in dense umbel on 50-cm long stem. Flowers later 

than most of tall growing Alliums. Collected near Mt. Aragats, Armenia. 

 

8.00 

10. Allium christophii 

Large bright lilac flowers in a huge, lax umbel, 20 - 30 cm in diameter on 30 

cm long stem. Cultivated stock which is far better grower and more 

spectacular that usual wild forms. Prefers well drained, sunny position. 

 

 

2.00 

11. Allium cupuliferum 

Flowers large, narrowly cup-shaped (upward facing campanulate), purplish. 

In the beginning umbel dense, later becomes lax due to the elongation of 

pedicels, which grow to different length. One of the most attractive Alliums. 

Height 50 cm. Hissar mnt. range, Tadjikistan. 

 

 

 

12.00 

12. Allium darwasicum 

Flowers slightly greenish white, up looking in dense very nice umbel on 40-

cm long stem. Very beautiful well growing sp. collected in Varsob valley, 

Tadjikistan. 

 

 

5.00 

13. Allium decipiens 

Light violet purple star shaped flowers in dense semiglobular head on 40 - 

50 cm long stem. Collected in Crimea. Very limited stock. 

 

5.00 

14. Allium fetisowii 

Flowers rosy violet in small dense umbel on 40 - 50 cm long stem. From 

Chu-Ili mts. in S Kazakhstan (RSK-7717). You will never mix it up with 

other species. Offered only by us. 

 

 

7.00 

15. Allium x 'GLADIATOR' (A. aflatunense auct. x A. macleanii) 

Flowers rose-purple in globe shape umbel on 1,5-m stem, leaves very wide. 1.50 

16. Allium x ‘GLOBEMASTER’ (A. macleanii x A. christophii) 
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One of the best Allium hybrids with very large (as big as a child’s head) 

spherical umbel of metallic aster violet large flowers on 80 cm long stem. 

When the first flush of flowers has faded new flowers blossom out, 

effectively covering the faded flowers. 

 

 

 

6.00 

17. Allium x ‘GLOBUS’ (A. karataviense x A. christophii ? possibly A. stipitatum) 

Beautiful 50 cm high hybrid with large globular umbel of whitish 

flowers. Outstanding for garden or pot. Chromosome studies 

have revealed A. karataviense to be one of the parents. 

1 bulb 1.20 

10 bulbs 10.00 

100 bulbs 80.00 

18. Allium x ‘HIS EXCELLENCY’ ( A. macleanii x ?) 

Flowers light pinkish violet in large, tight, globe shaped umbel on 0,9-m 

long stem and with wide, soft glossy green leaves remaining green well after 

flowering. Darker than A. macleanii. 

 

 

1.00 

19. Allium hollandicum 

Although this beautiful species is described as a garden hybrid, raised in 

Holland, actually it is a distinct species originating, probably, from Iran 

under wrong name "aflatunense". It is one of those pity cases, when a plant’s 

name does not correspond with its origin, but we must follow the rules of 

botanical nomenclature. Flowers large, light violet in globe shaped umbel on 

approx. 1-m long stem. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.00 

20. Allium hollandicum 'ALBA' 

Flowers almost white with very light purplish tint and darker midveins in 

medium sized globe-shaped umbel on 1-m long stem. Beautiful and easy 

growing cultivar of this nice species. Earlier offered under name Allium. 

jesdianum 'Album'. 

 

 

 

3.00 

21. Allium hollandicum ‘PURPLE SENSATION’ 

Usually offered as a variety of A. aflatunense, which is very different. Just 

this form was used by Mr. R. Fritsch, when he described it as Allium x 

hollandicum. But it certainly is not a hybrid, because it is fertile and 

reproduces itself from seeds with little variation in following generations. 

We offer vegetatively reproduced clone, selected by Mr. J. Bijl. Flowers 

deep purple violet in large umbel on 70-cm stem. Very beautiful. 

 

 

 

 

 

0.50 

22. Allium hollandicum ‘PURPLE SURPRISE’ 

Later flowering and somewhat brighter, larger and taller growing sport or 

sibling of ‘Purple Sensation’ raised by Mr. W. Hey, undoubtedly more 

showy, but a slower increaser. Flowers deep purple on 1-m long stem.  

 

 

5.00 

23. Allium jajlae 

Summer flowering sp. with beautiful light purple up looking flowers in 

dense umbel on medium high stem. From Crimea, collected near Oreanda. 

 

2.00 

Allium jesdianum (Nr.Nr. 24 – 29) 
 This very beautiful and easy growing species we grew for many years as A. 

rosenbachianum. Unfortunately under this wrong name it was distributed all over the world and 

now is offered by many nurseries. True A. rosenbachianum has fewer much wider leaves and is a 

slow increaser in garden, in the wild growing in Afghanistan and Tadjikistan. A. jesdianum is 

more widely distributed in Central Asia and is very variable, an excellent grower in garden.  

 

24. ‘AKBULAK’ - height 80 cm, early midseason, the flowers darkest purple in very 

                               large more lax umbel, excellent as cut flower.  

25. ‘MICHAEL HOOG’ - the tallest (1 m), early, somewhat lighter, with the largest 

                               umbels (12-15 cm across). 

26. ‘PURPLE KING’ - flowers dark purple in dense umbel, height 70 cm. The latest  

                               of this group to flower, excellent as cut flower. 
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Prices for No. 22, 23, 24: 1 bulb 1.00 

10 bulbs 8.00 

27. ‘PENDJIKENT’ 

This very beautiful and distinct form of A. jesdianum we previously offered 

under the name A. altissimum. Flowers bright purple with white filaments in 

very large umbel on 1.2-m long stem. Foliage wider than in other forms, 

flowers at the same time as ‘Michael Hoog’. One of the best. Collected 40km 

S of Pendjikent, Seravschan mnt. range, Tadjikistan.  

 

 

 

 

2.00 

28. ‘PER WENDELBO’ 

The most beautiful form of this sp. originally collected by Prof. P. Wendelbo 

in Afghanistan, prov. Bamian (W-4865), but wrongly identified as A. 

rosenbachianum for its very large umbel. Actually it is the best form of A. 

jesdianum yet introduced. Flowers deep purple with white anthers in umbel 

of enormous size (15 - 17 cm). Every year at our nursery marked as 

"fantastical", although not as good increaser as others. 

 

 

 

 

 

10.00 

29. ‘SHING’ 

Unusual form of A. jesdianum with very dense, dark purple umbel on 70 cm 

stems and yellowish green leaves and yellowish bulbs. The earliest! From 

Shing gorge, Tadjikistan.  

 

 

2.00 

30. Allium karataviense ‘KARA-TAU’ 

Flowers pale pinkish on short stems from rosette of short, broad leaves, coll. 

Berkara gorge, Kara-Tau. Differs from Dutch grown in purplish tinge of seed 

capsules, which make it beautiful long after flowering. Limited stock! 

 

 

3.00 

31. Allium karataviense 'RED GLOBE' 

We are glad to offer this form which markedly differs from existing stocks in 

having bright reddish purple flowers in extra large umbel up to 20 cm in 

diameter on 20 - 40 (!) cm long stem. True gem recently introduced in 

culture and named by us. Looks so different from typical A. karataviense, 

that seems to be different sp., worth at least of subspecific rank. From 

Tovaksai, Karzhantau mnt. range E of Tashkent  

 

 

 

 

 

20.00 

32. Allium komarowii 

Bright violet purple dense flower heads on 30-40 cm long stem. Beautiful 

foliage resembling that of Allium karataviense. Unusual and beautiful. 

Offered only by us. From surroundings of lake Iskanderkul, Tadjikistan. 

 

 

25.00 

33. Allium lipschitzii 

Flowers bright blue, violet veined in tight umbels held on 40-cm tall stems. 

Very unusual Allium recalling A. caeruleum, which, we believe, will became 

highly demanded in future. One of our real favourites, never offered before. 

From Chatkal mnt. range, Uzbekistan. 

 

 

 

30.00 

34. Allium x 'LUCY BALL' (A. aflatunense auct. x A. macleanii) 

Flowers in medium sized, tight, purple lilac umbel on 1-m stem. 

Comparatively late. Wide leaves. Larger and brighter than A. macleanii. 

 

1.50 

35. Allium macleanii 

Flowers bright lilac pink in large, dense, compact umbel on 1-m stem. 

Leaves wide, glossy green. 

 

1.00 

36. Allium x 'MARS' (A. stipitatum x A. aflatunense auct.) 

Quite late flowering cultivar with large (up to 15 cm) umbel of bright violet 

flowers on 1 - 1.2-m long stem. Leaves glossy lettuce green, remaining such 

for a long time. 

 

 

1.50 

37. Allium meteoricum 

Pink flowers in small umbel (diameter 1-3 cm) on 15 - 20 cm long stem. At  
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first glance resembles A. paniculatum. From C Balkan peninsula where grow 

on dry hillsides and mountain rocks. Excellent for rockery. Naturally small 

bulbs. 

 

 

2.00 

38. Allium microdictyion 

Siberian sp. allied to A. victorialis with nice yellowish white flowers, which 

prefer woodland conditions. Very vigorous, forming dense clumps. Height 

50 cm. Coll. Kemerov distr., Russia. 

 

 

2.50 

39. Allium moly 

Flowers bright yellow with greenish tint and acute petals in large 

umbel on 40-cm stem. Late flowering - has just emerged from soil 

when A. moly 'JEANNINE' begins to bloom. 

 

 

10 bulbs 0.50 

40. Allium moly ‘JEANNINE’ 

Very robust form from N Spain, often with 2 stems per bulb, 

flowering with large soft golden yellow umbels, petals acuminate-

obtuse. Flowers much earlier than usually grown form (AMH-7837).  

 

 

5 bulbs 1.00 

41. Allium x ‘MONT BLANC’ 

One of the most beautiful white flowering Allium hybrids with largest pure 

white flowerhead in diameter up to 15 cm on 1 m long stem. Even anthers 

are white (yellow in ‘Mount Everest’). Extremely beautiful and still rare. 

 

 

5.00 

42. Allium nevskianum 

Very beautiful sp. with a large umbel of reddish-purple flowers on a short 

stem between two wide bluish green leaves, somewhat resembling A. 

karataviense, but much more spectacular and better grower. Collected on 

stone slip near Chinoro, Varsob gorge, Tadjikistan.  

 

 

 

10.00 

43. Allium obliqum 

One of the latest mid summer flowering tall growing Alliums in our garden. 

Flowers light yellow with slightly greenish tint in dense umbel on 1-m long, 

ribbed stem. Excellent for garden and cut flowers. From W Sajan mnts., 

Siberia.  

 

 

 

8.00 

44. Allium oreophilum ‘KUGART’ 

A nice stock of this species differing from all other known stocks. Collected 

by us at 2800 m, near Kugart, Fergana mnt. range, Kirghizstan, in the same 

place where we collected Iris winkleri.  

 

 

3.00 

45. Allium oreophilum 'KURAMIN'S DWARF' 

Seems to be the dwarfest form of this well-known species. Flowers very dark 

purple, height only 5 - 8 cm. Very showy. Excellent for rockery and pot 

growing. Our recent introduction from Kuramin mnt. range, Uzbekistan. 

Very limited stock. 

 

 

 

8.00 

46. Allium paradoxum var. normale ‘TALISH’ 

Best form of this beautiful white flowering sp., never with aerial bulbils. 

Height 20-25 cm. Much admired by visitors. Collected S Azerbaijan, Talish.  

 

2.50 

47. Allium protensum 

Earlier offered under name A. bucharicum. Close relative to well-known A. 

schubertii, differs in more compact habit and is fully hardy comparing with 

its ally. Height 30 - 40 cm. From Susi-Stav mnt. range, S Uzbekistan. 

 

 

15.00 

48. Allium pskemense 

Nice late flowering sp. with dense white globular umbel on 0.8 - 1 m stem, 

but especially beautiful in spring with its foliage, resembling thick fingers. 

Those who enjoy hot dishes can use the foliage in cookery for salad. From 

Akbulak valley, Uzbekistan. 

 

 

 

8.00 

49. Allium robustum 
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Flowers deep purple in dense umbel on 50-70 cm stems, one of earliest and 

very long lasting. From Tar-Bagatai mnt. range, Kazakstan. Offered only by 

us! 

 

 

5.00 

50. Allium rosenbachianum 

Until recently under this name Allium jesdianum, Allium hollandicum etc. 

were grown while the true one was not in cultivation at all. It has huge umbel 

up to 25 cm in diameter of bright violet purple flowers on 70-cm long stem 

and 2-4 broad glossy green leaves of another shape. One of the most 

beautiful tall-growing species, but increases slowly. Offered only by us. SW 

end of Darwas mnt. range, S Tadjikistan.  

 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

51. Allium sarawschanicum  

This year we offer seedlings of A. sarawschanicum, too. They vary quite 

greatly in shade of flowers and colour of pedicel bases. Excellent for cut 

flower market. 

 

 

5.00 

52. Allium sarawschanicum ‘AGALIK’ 

Large airy umbels of violet flowers on 80 cm stem. Centre of flower umbel 

light green (pedicels green). Very well growing, beautiful form fro Agalik 

valley near Samarkand, Seravschan mnt. range, Uzbekistan.  

 

 

6.00 

53. Allium sarawschanicum ‘CHINORO’ 

Flowers deep purple in very airy globular umbel with dark, purplish green 

centre of umbel (pedicels deep purple). Pedicels of different length. Height 

70 - 80 cm. Collected in Chinoro gorge, Tadjikistan. Most beautiful form. 

 

 

8.00 

54. Allium sphaerocephalon  

Reddish purple flowers in dense umbels held on 50-80 cm high slender stem. 

Very easy to grow requiring only good drainage. 

 

2.00 

55. Allium stipitatum ‘ALBUM’ 

Flowers purest white in large dense umbel on 1 - 1.2 m stem. Nice albino 

form of this well growing sp., but increases slowly. 

 

1.50 

56. Allium stipitatum ‘GLORY OF PAMIR’ 

One of the best large growing Alliums selected in our nursery with lilac 

flowers in dense umbel on 1 - 1.3-m stem. Very well growing stock collected 

in highlands of Pamir-Alai (Hodji-obi-Garm, Tadjikistan), Earlier offered 

under name ‘Hodji-obi-Garm’. T.G.A.-B.C. 1997. 

 

 

 

1.00 

57. Allium tauricola 

Another nice species for rock garden. Flowers cup shaped, with acuminate 

segments, dull purple edged white. This year we offer much larger form than 

previously from NE Turkey. Height 30 cm. Flowers at the end of June - July. 

Showy and easy to grow. Offered only by us. 

 

 

 

10.00 

58. Allium (Nectaroscordum) tripedale 

Flowers large, each 1,5-2 cm diameter, campanulate, bright pink, more 

compactly arranged and much earlier than A. siculum. Height 100-130 cm. 

Increases slowly and takes long time from seed to flower. Very beautiful - 

true gem collected in Armenia. 

 

 

 

12.00 

59. Allium tschimganicum 

Flowers purplish violet in dense umbel on 1 - 1.3 m stem. True stock, coll. in 

its locus classicus at mnt. Chimgan, Uzbekistan. Offered only by us! 

 

8.00 

60. Allium ursinum  

One of very few native Alliums from Latvia, growing wild only in western 

part. Flowers white on 30-40 cm stem, likes shady conditions, excellent for 

naturalising. 

 

 

0.50 

61. Allium winklerianum 
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Flowers large, narrowly cup-shaped, purplish violet on 40 - 50 cm stem. 

Similar to A. cupuliferum, but umbel is more compact, different shape of 

leaves. Fergana mnt. range, Kirghizstan. 

 

 

8.00 

62. Allium x ‘WORLD CUP’ (A. macleanii x A. stipitatum ?) 

Very unusual Allium which judging by the flower looks more as A. macleanii 

but by the bulb as A. stipitatum. The most unusual is its very decorative 

foliage. Selected in our nursery from open pollinated seedlings of A. 

macleanii and every year in our notes marked as “fantastic”.  

 

 

 

3.00 

63. Allium woronowii ‘SPITAK’ 

Flowers big, star shaped, pink in tight umbel with strong smell of 

carnations on 40 - 50 cm stem. Undoubtedly one of the showiest Alliums. 

Collected in Spitak district, Armenia.  

 

 

12.00 

64. Allium zebdanense 

Very nice pure snow-white flowering species from Lebanon, but hardy even 

in Latvia where we grow it in open garden without any problems. Large 

flowers in loose umbel with 8-10 flowers in each on 40 cm long stem. 

 

 

 

1.00 

ANEMONE 

 Woodland Anemones prefer light shade, but we grow them in full sun, too. Prefer peaty 

soil, do not like excessive drying in summer. We recommend to soak rhizomes in water for 

several hours before planting. Plant immediately after receiving! 

65. Anemone blanda ‘WHITE SPLENDOUR’ 

Flowers very large up to 5 cm across with pale lilac-rose tinge on reverse. 

Flowers very abundantly, height up to 15 cm. AGM.  

 

0.50 

66. Anemone coerulea 

Small flowers of light blue shades (not a uniform stock!). Finely dissected 

foliage. Easy to grow in conditions like those for A. nemorosa. Naturally 

very small rhizomes. Offered only by us. From S Altai. 

 

 

4.00 

67. Anemone nemorosa ‘BRACTEATA’ 

Very unusual form with some petals white, some striped or spotted green. 

Makes abundantly flowering, dense clumps, height 12-15 cm. 

 

5.00 

68. Anemone nemorosa ‘GREEN FINGERS’ 

One of the most unusual Anemone nemorosa varieties that it is very difficult 

to make a description of its flowers. They are green, tinged white with 

pointed and finely dissected sepals. Height up to 25 cm. 

 

 

5.00 

69. Anemone nemorosa ‘MART’S BLUE’ 

Our Estonian friend Mart Veerus found this beautifully flowering form with 

small dark blue flowers in forests of Estonia. Late flowering, keeps foliage 

very long. One of the best in our quite large collection. 

 

 

5.00 

70. Anemone nemorosa ‘PHYLLODIC FORM’ 

Another curiosity not easy to describe, outer petals are usual white, inner 

parts modified in very small very finely dissected leaves. Very unusual, but 

beautiful flower. 

 

 

5.00 

71. Anemone nemorosa 'ROBINSONIANA' 

Flowers large, pale blue, robust habitus. One of the showiest light blue 

flowering cultivar. 

 

1.50 

72. Anemone nemorosa ‘VESTAL’ 

Flowers pure white with a button of tiny white petals in the centre, very long 

lasting and very prolific flowering, especially when well established. 

 

2.00 

73. Anemone x pallida 

One of the many hybrids between A. nemorosa and A. ranunculoides with  
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nice soft sulphur yellow flowers, good grower and increaser. 2.50 

74. Anemone ranunculoides ‘SEMIPLENA’ 

Flowers bright buttercup yellow. This form was collected in the wild near 

our nursery. Usually form flowers with more numerous perianth segments, 

making semi-double aspect. 

 

 

 

3.00 

ARISAEMA 

All offered species generally are hardy here and can to overwinter in the garden. Only in harsh 

winters without snow some may need protection. Prefer light shade. Early flowering types prefer 

a place with a morning shade which protect the plants from a direct sunlight in the mornings after 

night frosts. Generally can withstand rather long periods without rain.  

75. Arisaema amurense subsp. amurense 

Easy growing shade loving beautiful Aroid with green, white striped spathe 

in spring and bright red berries in autumn. Height of foliage 35 cm. Leaf 

lobes up to 10 cm long. Absolutely hardy here even without covering. Coll. 

near Vladivostok. 

 

 

 

7.00 

76. Arisaema amurense subsp. robustum 

Much more robust form of this quite variable sp., known also under name A. 

robustum. From S of Sakhalin island. Height of foliage even 55 cm, leaf 

lobes up to 20 cm long. Absolutely hardy here. Spathe green-white striped.  

 

 

10.00 

77. Arisaema candidissima 

Hardy sp. from China with pink, white striped spathe. Can grow in sunny 

position, too. Protrudes very late - here usually at the end of June.  

 

10.00 

78. Arisaema ciliata 

Another hardy sp. from C China, Sichuan which can grow in sunny position, 

too, but need some protection from strong winds as it grows very tall - up to 

80 - 90 cm. Foliage radially dissected with up to 20 leaflets. Spathe purple 

brown and white striped with long appendix. Stoloniferous. 

 

 

 

10.00 

79. Arisaema fargesii 

Old stock of unknown origin coming from Czech republic. Large brownish-

purple and white striped flowers below large leaves. We plant them 17 cm 

deep. Need spot, which is shaded and moist during summer and dry in 

winter. We prefer to overwinter tubers in cool shed and to plant them out 

only in May. Unfortunately we didn’t find literature where to check 

correctness of naming. 

 

 

 

 

 

15.00 

80. Arisaema flavum 

Flower spathe deep yellow, slightly striped purple, attractive orange fruits in 

autumn, height 40 cm. Raised from seed coll. in China. Absolutely hardy 

here and can grow in full sun, is able to withstand without watering long 

periods of dry weather. Vernalises very late. Antoine Hoog: Your stock is 

excellent, twice as vigorous than a one grown in Holland! 

 

 

 

 

7.00 

81. Arisaema serratum 

Spathe greenish purple with white stripes held well above the leaves at 

flowering time. Height 50-70 cm. Spring flowering species. Choice plant, 

one of our favourites. From Sakhalin Island. Very limited stock. 

 

 

20.00 
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ARUM 

 Can grow in light shade and sun with some protection against midday spells. Need well-

drained, slightly chalked soil. To protect against bacterial rot, after harvesting we wash tubers and 

powder them with chalk (or dolomite chalk). We plant them as late as possible, just before winter 

frosts to prevent from growth in autumn. Taxonomically they are very difficult, names of our 

samples are checked using monograph of P. Boyce. 

82. Arum dioscoridis subsp. philisteum 

Although this subsp. originates from NW Syria, it seems to be hardy here - 

we have been growing it for several years and it is a good increaser and well 

flower every season. Lower 2/3 of spathe deep purple, upper 1/3 green. 

 

 

15.00 

83. Arum elongatum 

Flowers with purplish red spathe, only 20 cm high, elongating up to 40 cm in 

autumn with bright red fruits. Leaves sagittate. From near village Enem, 

Krasnodar distr., S Russia. Until the last season we had some doubt about 

correct naming of our stocks of A. elongatum and A. orientale, because the 

difference in foliage was quite minor, until last autumn when we harvested 3 

year old plantings which clearly showed that tubers of our A. elongatum 

stock were oriented vertically, while those of A. orientale stock - 

horizontally - so we identified them correctly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.00 

84. Arum korolkowii 

Flower spathe chamois green and brown, well above the leaves, Height 50 

cm. Best selection from Arvaz, Kopet-Dag, Turkmenistan where it was 

collected inside dense shrub in moist soil. Although in nature always in some 

shade, here better to plant in full sun. Prefer late planting. 

 

 

 

10.00 

85. Arum maculatum 

Spathe green, hidden in foliage. However it is a remarkable plant on account 

of particularly showy spikes of red berries in late summer. Easy to grow in 

light shade. 

 

 

2.00 

86. Arum orientale 

A flower with purplish brown spathe, below shiny dark green hastate leaves. 

Bright orange red fruits in autumn. Collected near Oreanda, Crimea on moist 

soil under large trees. About naming see under A. elongatum. 

 

 

8.00 

87. Arum rupicola subsp. virescens 

Flower spathe pale greenish with some purple tint, well over the leaves, 

height up to 60 cm. Very vigorous form from Lerik, Talish, South 

Azerbaijan where it grows on dry stony slopes in full sunshine or somewhat 

in shade of sparse shrubs. 

 

 

 

 

12.00 

BELLEVALIA 

 A close relative of Muscari, prefers full sun, and likes moist soil, but need good drainage. 

88. Bellevalia forniculata 

One of the most attractive “Muscari” which catch the attention of every 

visitor of our garden for its very bright, large sky blue flowers. There is no 

other sp. with so bright colour among Muscari s.l. N-E Turkey, alpine 

meadows on marshy or boggy ground. Coll. at 2000 m, between Bayburt and 

Erzurum. Not difficult in garden. 

 

 

 

 

4.00 
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89. Bellevalia pycnantha 

Flowers very dark dull blackish blue violet inside tinged green in large broad 

racemes between two linear basal leaves. Height 15-20 cm. E-Turkey, on 

wet meadows. Very easy in garden. Our stock is raised up from wild 

collected seeds (near lake Van, E Turkey). 

 

 

 

 

1.00 

COLCHICUM 

Easy in any soil, but does not like harvesting of bulbs before full drying of leaves. This 

year we offer a lot of Colchicums of garden origin. In catalogue they are separated from 

wild collected Colchicums. 

SPECIES AND FORMS OF KNOWN WILD ORIGIN 

90. Colchicum autumnale 'ALBA' 

Flowers pure white, quite small on long perianth tubes, but blooms very 

abundantly. Our stock is raised from a single bulb collected on a wet 

meadow in Eastern Carpathians and has been carefully increased in our 

nursery. 

 

 

 

2.00 

91. Colchicum keselringii 

Spring flowering species, fl. creamy white with purplish violet stripe along 

central part of perianth segments. The most unusually coloured Colchicum 

sp. Collected near Tovil-Dara, Tadjikistan. 

 

 

7.00 

92. Colchicum luteum 

Another spring flowering Colchicum with small bright yellow flowers 

immediately after the snow has melted. Very different from the form offered 

by other nurseries. This season we offer the stock collected near Chimgan, 

Uzbekistan.  

 

 

 

5.00 

93. Colchicum sobolifera (Merendera sobolifera) 

Spring flowering species. Flowers pinkish white among small leaves. Prefers 

well drained, sandy soils, sun. Slowly spreads by stolons if left undisturbed. 

Easy. 

 

 

2.00 

94. Colchicum speciosum ‘ORDU’ 

Flowers bright amethyst violet with large white centre. From province Ordu, 

N Turkey (MT-4378). 

 

2.00 

95. Colchicum szovitsii 'TIVI' 

Spring flowering species. Flowers pure white, large. This stock deserves to 

be named, for it differs from others in having star-shaped (instead of more or 

less bowl-shaped) flowers, when opened in the sun. Very limited stock and 

one of the most beautiful. From surroundings of village Tivi, Nakhitschevan. 

Armenian forms of this species are so different from Turkish forms, that 

possibly worth to new species name. 

 

 

 

 

 

30.00 

96. Colchicum szovitsii ‘VARDAOVIT’ 

In our opinion one of the best form of this spring flowering sp. with large, 

nicely rounded pure snow-white flowers. In spring 1997 in full flowers it 

survived several nights of -15
0
 C without any protection and even after such 

severe conditions for two weeks it continued to bloom and even gave a good 

seed crop. Collected in Armenia, near Vardaovit. Very limited stock! 

 

 

 

 

40.00 

97. Colchicum trigynum (Merendera trigyna) 

Spring flowering species. Flowers small, white, slightly pinkish. Very early 

flowering. Bitschenag pass, Nakhitsevan. 

 

6.00 

 

CULTIVARS AND CULTIVATED STOCKS 

98. Colchicum x ‘AUTUMN QUEEN’ 
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Flowers deep purple on white ground. A lot of awards. 1.00 

99. Colchicum bornmuelleri  

Actually it is a form of C. speciosum with very large flowers, clear mauve 

with large white centre and green tube. Earlier than other forms of C. 

speciosum. 

 

 

1.00 

100. Colchicum byzantinum  

Numerous amethyst violet flowers on long white perianth tubes, probably a 

hybrid of C. cilicicum. 

 

1.50 

101. Colchicum cilicicum  

Flowers pale lilac purple, similar to C. byzantinum but bloom much later and 

with narrower, intensely coloured perianth segments. Honey scented. 

 

1.00 

102. Colchicum giganteum  

Flowers pale lilac. Related to C. speciosum, but flowers broadly funnel 

shaped, not bell shaped. Free flowering and later than others of this group. 

 

2.00 

103. Colchicum x ‘GLORY OF HEEMSTEDE’ (syn. ‘Conquest’) 

Flowers bright rosy, slightly tesselated with yellowish base. 2.00 

104. Colchicum x ‘JARKA’ 

One of the most unusual Colchicum varieties raised in Eastern Europe. 

Upper third of petals pure white, lower two-thirds bright rosy lilac. 

 

5.00 

105. Colchicum laetum 

Demand for the wild form of this wonderful sp. was so great, that we were 

out of stock for a few years, so now we offer cultivated form of it, which is 

identical in everything but in size being at least twice as big as the wild form. 

 

 

2.00 

106. Colchicum x ‘NANCY LINDSEY’ 

Close to C. autumnale, but flowers larger, deep lilac. Very vigorous grower. 2.00 

107. Colchicum x ‘POSEIDON’ 

Flowers large with wide petals, pure violet with short tube. Beautiful very 

long lasting variety (here flowers during all September). 

 

2.00 

108. Colchicum x ‘VIOLET QUEEN’ 

Flowers dark imperial purple with quite distinct chequering and lilac flower 

tube. Very nice. 

 

1.00 

109. Colchicum x ‘ZEPHYR’ 

Flowers imperial purple with star-shaped greenish white veined base, outside 

violet purple to pale purple. Flower tube green. 

 

 

2.50 

CORYDALIS 

 From gardener’s standpoint all bulbous Corydalis can be divided into two groups: 

woodlanders (w) and steppelanders (s). Woodland species prefer peaty soil that never dries out 

completely and a light shade. They must be planted as soon as possible. If tubers look overdried, 

we recommend you to soak them in water for several hours before planting. Eastern woodlanders 

(from Siberia, Far East) are more susceptible to drying out than western woodlanders (Europe, 

Caucasus). Steppelanders or ‘bulb-belt’ species generally are sun-lovers and need dryer summer 

conditions. We harvest them annually and keep out of soil in a bulb shed. Central Asians without 

any protection, Turkish and Caucasian - in thin plastic bags to prevent excessive drying out if the 

weather is very hot and dry. 

110. Corydalis angustifolia (w-s) 

Seedlings from wild collected material of various origin in various white and 

pinkish-purple shades. 

 

7.00 

111. Corydalis angustifolia ‘GEORGIAN WHITE’ (w-s) 

Flowers cold white in dense racemes, very floriferous. Beautiful selection 

from the material collected near vill. Gldan near Tbilisi, Georgia.  

 

10.00 
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112. Corydalis bracteata (w) 

One of the most beautiful Corydalis from Siberia with very large bright 

yellow flowers. Excellent grower. This stock has been collected in Kemerov 

distr. and is the most vigorous form in our collection. 

 

 

4.00 

113. Corydalis bracteata ‘MARINA’ (w) 

Very rare albino form raised from a single tuber found in Siberian taiga near 

Leninsk-Kuznecki, Kemerov distr. Flowers in the beginning creamy yellow, 

but soon become almost pure white. 

 

 

10.00 

114. Corydalis buschii (w!) 

Very unusual sp. with bright purplish red flowers in early summer. Tubers 

rhizomatous, bright yellow. Easy in shade, but must be planted immediately! 

Can survive dry periods in garden but not out of soil. Coll. near Vladivostok, 

Far East. 

 

 

 

3.00 

115. Corydalis cava (w) 

Similar to Corydalis solida but larger and with coarser foliage. Flowers 

purple and pinkish, rarely white. Tuber hollow. Prefers shade where 

naturalises, but can be grown on open beds, too. Very dislikes drying out. 

So, plant immediately after receiving. Our stock comes from Smolensk 

district, Russia 

 

 

 

 

2.00 

116. Corydalis fumariaefolia (w) 

Flowers very bright sky blue (rarely with purplish tint or white) flowering 

very early. One of the most beautiful. Collected near Tomari, Sakhalin. 

 

20.00 

117. Corydalis glaucescens (s) 

Flowers variable from almost pure white to light pinkish lilac in beautiful 

dense racemes. Collected near Bishkek, Kirghizia. 

 

3.00 

118. Corydalis glaucescens 'EARLY BEAUTY' (s) 

Very early and very abundantly flowering light pink form. One of the earliest 

Corydalis in the garden. Selected by A. Seisums from material collected just 

SE of Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan.  

 

 

10.00 

119. Corydalis glaucescens 'MOONLIGHT BEAUTY' (s) 

Early flowering form with almost white, pink suffused flowers and yellowish 

green foliage. A seedling of C. glaucescens 'Cream Beauty'. 

 

10.00 

120. Corydalis glaucescens 'PINK BEAUTY' (s) 

Flowers pink, medium late flowering form collected near Alma-Ata, 

Kazakhstan. 

 

10.00 

121. Corydalis gracilis (w!) 

Close relative of C. bracteata with bigger but less numerous flowers and 

with stoloniferous habitus. Naturally small tubers that are very susceptible to 

drying out, so plant immediately. Collected in locus classicus near 

Krasnojarsk in Siberia, Russia by Baltic expedition. Extremely rare! 

 

 

 

15.00 

122. Corydalis kusnetzovii (w) 

One of those species which many times has changed its name. Two years ago 

we offered it under the name C. vittae although Henrik Zetterlund considered 

it to be only a colour form of C. alexeenkoana. But later Henrik and Magnus 

Lidén agreed with me that it is a separate sp. and must be called C. 

teberdensis. As the epithet C. kusnetzovii has a priority we offer this sp. 

under its correct name. This beautiful Caucasian sp. has soft creamy pinkish 

white flowers in dense racemes. Coll. near Teberda, Caucasus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20.00 

123. Corydalis ledebouriana (s) 

Very early flowering species with purple-white flowers, very beautiful in the 

wild, here often flowers so early, that suffers from spring frosts. Tubers 
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perennial. Our stock originates from Chimgan, Uzbekistan.  20.00 

124. Corydalis magadanica (w) 

We are glad to offer this recently described very nice, dwarf white flowered 

sp. with nice silvery tinged foliage from Magadan, Far East. Introduced from 

the wild only in 1992. Regardless of very extreme growing conditions in the 

wild, good grower here. Extremely rare! Very limited stock. 

 

 

 

35.00 

125. Corydalis marshalliana var. purpureo-lilacina (w!) (syn. f. lilacina) 

This is a Caucasian form from Kabardino-Balkaria which differ from typical 

form in having lilac tint on upper flowers. Easy, but must be planted 

immediately! Here naturalises. Can be somewhat variable as we offer 

seedlings. 

 

 

 

15.00 

126. Corydalis nudicaulis (s) 

Flowers of very original combination of white and brown. Somehow variable 

stock because grown from seeds collected in our garden, where stocks of 

various origin can hybridise. 

 

 

15.00 

127. Corydalis nudicaulis ‘VARSOB’ (s) 

Very beautiful and different from other stocks form collected in valley 

Varsob, Tadjikistan. Flowers white and brown comparatively smaller but in 

abundance in lax raceme. 

 

 

20.00 

128. Corydalis ornata (w) 

Our nursery for years distributed this wonderful sp. under name C. remota 

and later as C. turczaninowii 'Early form'. It looked so different from C. 

turczaninowii, that we could not agree with Henrik and Magnus that both are 

the same species. And then I received a telephone call from Göteborg: 

"Jānis, where was it collected? It really is a new species, which is called C. 

ornata now.” Flowers generally bright blue, sometimes with lilac tint, 

occasionally white, leaves shallowly divided in rounded segments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.00 

129. Corydalis ornata ‘ALBA’ (w) 

White flowered form of this wonderful species. Due to a very big demand, 

we can not offer named cultivars, but only seedlings selected by white flower 

colour. They are one of the most beautiful white flowering Corydalis. 

 

 

30.00 

130. Corydalis paczoskii (w-s) 

Flowers of very delicate shape, light pinkish purple with dark purple nose in 

quite loose, but long spikes giving the plant a quiet charm. Easy in garden 

and even self-sowing. Collected at Oreanda in Crimea, Ukraine.  

 

 

5.00 

131. Corydalis paschei (s-w) 

Flowers beautifully bright violet pink in lax racemes, distinctive foliage. 

Easy growing sp. but very rare in the wild. From Termessos, SW Anatolia in 

Turkey (HZ-8829) where it grows on moist rocky slopes. Different from 

usually offered EPMK-8505.  

 

 

 

10.00 

132. Corydalis popovii (s) 

Flowers white with purple spur of very bright contrast, c. 4 cm long. One of 

the species having the biggest flowers. Collected at Sanglok, Tadjikistan. 

 

20.00 

133. Corydalis pumila (w) 

Close to C. solida, but much dwarfer and more compact with mallow-purple, 

long lasting flowers. We offer very beautiful bicoloured violet-white form of 

this generally not very spectacular sp. collected in Moravia, Czech Republic. 

 

 

3.00 

134. Corydalis ruksansii (s) 

I discovered this beautiful sp. in upper reaches of the river Shing, Seravschan 

mnt. range, Tadjikistan and initially misidentified as C. glaucescens and I 

gave to it cultivar name ‘Chris Brickell’, later it was proposed as a new 
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species and named by Magnus Lidén from Göteborg. Flowers white with 

blue stripe in dense spikes, very beautiful.  

 

25.00 

135. Corydalis schanginii subsp. schanginii (s) 

Flowers very large, white with long pink spur and purple nose, excellent 

grower in a sunny place. Collected during my first expedition to Central Asia 

in 1975 in Kirghizia near Bishkek (then Frunze) at 1800-2000 m on gritty 

slope. Easy in garden and very hardy. 

 

 

 

5.00 

136. Corydalis schanginii subsp. ainae ‘BERKARA’(s) 

Flowers yellow with pink spur and purple nose, one of the most beautiful 

and rarest sp. discovered by me in Ber-Kara (Black Stream) gorge, Kara-Tau 

mnt. range at 1700-2000m. Easy growing. By Henrik Zetterlund: “…a plant 

you can never forget it if you ever get a chance to see it” (AGS Bulletin, v. 

56, no. 2, p. 153). P.C.AGS-1995. 

 

 

 

 

15.00 

137. Corydalis schanginii subsp. ainae ‘SAJASU’(s) 

Another form of this wonderful species, generally similar to type collection, 

but differs in having slightly another foliage. From Sajasu valley, Karatau 

mountains. Offered for the first time. 

 

 

15.00 

138. Corydalis seisumsiana (s) 

Flowers beautiful light pink with dark reddish purple . A new name given by 

Magnus Liden from Göteborg for what was used to call "C. persica" by 

botanists and in our previous catalogues as well. Very limited stock. From 

Nakhitschevan, S Caucasus, type collection by Arnis Seisums. 

 

 

 

20.00 

 

Corydalis solida (w) 
 We offer some distinct and beautiful forms of this excellent growing sp. The bulk of them 

is raised in our nursery and are much admired by our visitors. In spring 1997 we again selected a 

lot of very unusually and beautifully coloured forms among our seedlings. 

139. ‘APPLE SNOW’ 

Flowers light bluish white in very nice racemes, midseason flowering form, 

selected from open pollinated seedlings of ‘White King’. 

 

12.00 

140. ‘BLUE DREAM’ 

Flowers distinct violet-blue. Very compact, low growing, beautiful form. 

Selection from ‘Penza’ strain. 

 

10.00 

141. ‘BLUE GIANT’ 

Flowers lilac-blue, very strong, upright habitus, large growing selection from 

‘Penza’ strain, always marked as "excellent".  

 

10.00 

142. ‘BLUSHING GIRL’ 

Flowers of very unusual soft light creamy-pink colour in very dense, 

compact spikes, low growing. Found near Riga, Latvia. 

 

8.00 

143. ‘CHRISTINA’ 

Flowers light blue in dense, long spikes, very beautiful. One of the best 

selections from our open pollinated seedlings of ‘Evening Shade’. 

 

12.00 

144. ‘COMPACT’ 

Flowers very dark blue in small, but flowerful, very compact, dense racemes. 

Beautiful selection raised in our nursery. 

 

10.00 

145. ‘DECIPIENS’ 

Early flowering large plant with reddish purple flowers. Dutch origin. 

According to H. Zetterlund - most possibly fertile hybrid of subsp. incisa 

ancestry. 

 

 

1.00 

146. ‘EVENING DREAM’  

Flowers very light blue, somewhat similar to ‘Evening Shade’, but more  
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compact and with darker foliage. Very beautiful selection from Penza strain. 12.00 

147. ’EVENING SHADE’ 

Flowers faintly light blue, almost white, big and in large racemes. Very 

beautiful selection from ‘Penza’ strain. 

 

12.00 

148. ‘FIRST KISS’ 

Flowers almost identical with ‘Kissproof’ forming large, dense spikes of 

pure white flowers with dark purple "lips", but blooms a week or even 10 

days earlier than the former. Leaves more finely dissected. Very beautiful. 

 

 

30.00 

149. ‘GEORGE BAKER’ 

Very late flowering variety with bright red flowers, only ‘Latvian 

Zwanenburg’ is brighter. Well differs from ‘transsylvanica’, too, which 

flowers much earlier and is of lighter tint. 

 

 

7.00 

150. ‘HARKOV’ 

Very good form from Ukraine with nice bluish violet flowers in large spikes. 1.00 

151. ‘KISSPROOF’ 

One of the most beautiful selections with large spikes of pure white flowers 

with dark purple "lips". Raised by our Dutch friend Willem van Eeden, but 

almost identical with one of our seedlings, from which it differs in larger 

habitus and better increasing rate. Most amazing that we both independently 

named our seedlings ‘Kissproof’! Late flowering form. 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

152. ‘LATVIAN ZWANENBURG’ 

The most dramatically coloured Corydalis in our collection attracting 

attention of all our visitors from a very far distance with its unusually 

bright luminous scarlet red colour. It is a selection from ‘Prasil’ strain, 

received by us personally as a single tuber from the late Michael Hoog in 

1991, and he gave me it “as the greatest treasure” of his collection. 

However we are not sure that it is the same ‘Zwanenburg’ (KP 27/72) 

given later by Antoine Hoog to Henrik Zetterlund. For this reason  we offer 

it under the name ‘Latvian Zwanenburg’. Comparison with Göteborg’s 

plant showed that foliage of both stocks is something different as the 

flowering time, too, although flowers are identical by colour. Only very 

few to offer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 100.00 

153. ’MARGARET’ 

Flowers soft pink with lilac tinted tips of petals. Although colour is a little 

bit muddy, in overall it is very beautiful plant, markedly different from 

others. Excellent selection from ‘Penza’ strain. 

 

 

10.00 

154. ’MAXIMA’ 

Very large beautiful form with pinkish lilac flowers in nice racemes selected 

by our Dutch friend Willem van Eeden.  

 

5.00 

155. ‘MOONLIGHT SHADE’ 

Very early flowering selection from ‘Penza’ strain with almost pure white, 

only very slightly bluish tinted flowers in perfect racemes. 

 

12.00 

156. ‘PEDEDZE’ 

This form is found by A. Seisums in valley of river Pededze in Latvia. 

Flowers light sky blue arranged in short but dense racemes. In some seasons 

can be almost white. Dwarfer than other cultivars. 

 

 

10.00 

157. ‘PENZA’ STRAIN 

Wild collected Corydalis solida with very variable - from pure white to 

muddy blue flowers. Unselected material from Penza district in Central 

Russia. Fine for naturalising, but among them some very good and 

worth naming plants could be found. Now this stock is increased by 
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seeds and every year we found among them several new nice gems.  4.00 TEN 

158. ‘PINK DISCOVERY’ 

Abundance of small pink flowers in very dense racemes. Dwarf habitus. 

Good increaser. Selected by our friend Arnis Seisums from ‘Penza’ strain.  

 

12.00 

159. ‘PINK SPLASH’ 

Flowers light pink, but turns to lilac pink with age. Robust form with only 

slightly dissected foliage. Selected by our friend Arnis Seisums from ‘Penza’ 

strain. 

 

 

12.00 

160. ‘ROZULA’ 

Flowers nice reddish-purple with lilac tint, leaves very finely dissected. 

Large growing selection from ‘Penza’ strain. 

 

10.00 

161. ‘SNOWLARK’ 

Tall growing and early flowering form. Flowers white with long, light violet-

bluish spur. Excellent form. One of selections from ‘Penza’ strain. 

 

12.00 

162. ‘SNOWSTORM’ 

Flowers bright milky white in very compact, dense spikes, leaves glossy 

lettuce green. One of our favourites, discovered in Latvia, in valley of river 

Ogre. Very early. 

 

 

12.00 

163. ‘TRANSSYLVANICA’ (‘Sunset’ strain) 

Flowers very beautiful pinkish-red, lighter but much earlier than ‘George 

Baker’, which starts to flower when ‘Transsylvanica’ are finishing. If planted 

alone, perfectly reproduce itself from seeds. 

 

 

3.00 

164. ‘TRANSSYLVANICA SIXTUS’ 

This is very large growing form with very bright light pink, slightly violet 

tinted flowers. Introduced from Romania and named after its collector. 

 

20.00 

165. ‘WHITE KING’ 

Flowers cold snow white in large, erect spikes. Quite early flowering form 

with robust, only slightly dissected foliage. Selection from ‘Penza’ strain. 

 

12.00 

166. ‘WHITE KNIGHT’ 

Very robust, large growing and very late flowering form with purest cold 

white flowers in large racemes and finely dissected foliage. Selected by our 

Dutch friend Willem van Eeden. 

 

 

8.00 

167. ‘YAROSLAVNA’ 

Flowers dark reddish purple in very dense spikes. Selected by Mr. V. 

Filakin, Russia from ‘Penza’ strain. 

 

10.00 

168. Corydalis solida subsp. incisa  

More robust and firm plant than subsp. solida, with thicker leaves and bracts 

and shorter stalked longer, denser racemes. Really it is most elegant member 

within C. solida. We offer seedlings, very variable in colour and among them 

some are real gems. 

 

 

 

5.00 

169. Corydalis solida subsp. incisa ‘ALBA ‘ 

One of the best white varieties of Corydalis solida group received by us from 

Michael Hoog. It was collected in Vermion mnt., N Greece (CH-821). Up to 

20 flowers in large, dense, straight racemes, purest snow-white with red 

pedicels and olive green foliage, one of the gems of our collection. 

 

 

 

20.00 

170. Corydalis solida subsp. subremota 

A species of unclear taxonomical position, considered by Russian botanists 

as C. subremota but placed by M. Lidén and H. Zetterlund as a subsp. of C. 

solida complex. Flowers bluish violet, finely divided foliage. Collected in 

locus classicus near Krasnojarsk , Siberia by Baltic expedition. Great rarity. 

 

 

 

12.00 

171. Corydalis turczaninowii (w) 
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One of the latest flowering sp., flowers bright blue, sometimes with pinkish 

tint, leaves deeply dissected in narrow, long segments. Earlier was offered 

under the name C. repens. Coll. near Alchan, distr. Pojarsk, Far East, Russia. 

 

 

15.00 

172. Corydalis turczaninowii ‘BLUE GEM’ (w) 

Flowers bright blue in big dense spikes c. 25 cm high. Free, very late 

flowering and good increaser. Really very good. Collected near Vladivostok 

and selected by A. Seisums. Very limited stock! 

 

 

40.00 

173. Corydalis turczaninowii ‘EIRIC THE RED’ (w) 

Selection with clear bright blue flowers and dark purple upper half of leaf 

segments, which suddenly appeared among our seedlings. Unique among 

spring flowering bulbous Corydalis and always in very great demand. 

 

 

50.00 

174. Corydalis turczaninowii ‘KEDROVAYA PADJ’ (w) 

This stock is collected in famous nature reservation “Kedrovaya Padj” near 

Vladivostok by Baltic expedition, comparatively early flowering. Foliage 

light green, finely divided. Flowers bright blue. 

 

 

30.00 

175. Corydalis turczaninowii 'VLADIVOSTOK' (w) 

So unusual form of this very variable sp. that we still keep the "?" mark near 

its species name in our books. Flowers bright sky blue in large spikes, but 

most unusual is its foliage - it is almost undivided, spade like only shallowly 

dentate at the top of the lobes. Approximately 20 cm high. Collected near 

reservation "Kedrovaya Padj" not far from Vladivostok by Baltic Expedition 

under name "C. repens ?", but true repens is very tiny, slow increasing and 

generally very difficult in garden.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

30.00 

176. Corydalis vittae (w) 

This stock we offered in 1996 as C. alexeenkoana, the name is changed 

following Corydalis monograph. Flowers white, greenish in bud, big, 

arranged in dense racemes and very long flowering. One of the latest bulbous 

Corydalis and undoubtedly one of the best. Collected near Bakuriani, 

Caucasus. 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

177. Corydalis wendelboi subsp. congesta (s-w) 

Flowers greyish light blue in very compact, dense spikes. Excellent form 

from Ulu-Dag mountains in NW Anatolia, Turkey. Good for rock garden and 

alpine house.  

 

 

15.00 

178. Corydalis wendelboi subsp. wendelboi 72-47D (s-w) 

Flowers nicely pinkish white, foliage with bluish tint, different from the 

others offered. One of the best forms of this very variable sp. from 

Ambarkovak, SW Turkey, where collected at 1200 m. Very easy in garden. 

 

 

8.00 

179. Corydalis wendelboi subsp. wendelboi Jonasson-338 (s-w) 

Flowers greyish purple violet. Dwarf and compact growing stock collected 

by our Swedish friend Ingemar Jonasson. Well differs from other offered 

stocks of this sp.  

 

 

8.00 

180. Corydalis wendelboi subsp. wendelboi JP-8725 (s-w) 

Slightly pinkish white flowering form with finely dissected foliage of this 

very variable sp. from Avlan Gólu, S Turkey, comparatively late flowering. 

 

8.00 

CROCUS 

 The majority of Crocuses need sunny well-drained spot in the garden. Only few (marked - 

w) dislike drying out in summer and prefer more peaty, moisture keeping soils. Some others like 

good, dry summer rest (marked - s) and they are harvested annually and during the second part of 

summer kept in boxes in the bulb shed. Mice like crocus corms very much, so do not forget about 

a cat or two (we have six) or poisons in your shed and garden! 
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181. Crocus abantensis 

Flowers of very beautiful light bright blue shade with very contrasting 

bright yellow base. Coll. at 1700 m near Lake Abant, NW Turkey. Very 

beautiful and not difficult in the garden. 

 

 

5.00 

182. Crocus alatavicus ALMA-ATA (s) 

One of the earliest flowering sp., flowers purest white with 

yellow throat. Seems that now only we offer it. Our stock is very 

vigorous and a good increaser! From Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan, but 

we have other stocks, too. 

 

1 corm 2.00 

10 corms 16.00 

100 corms 130.00 

183. Crocus alatavicus CHIMGAN (s) 

I collected this stock in 1982 near the melting snow at Great Chimgan, 

Uzbekistan. Very variable in flower shape but all are snow-white, inside 

with yellow throat, outside purple striped and. 

 

 

2.50 

184. Crocus ancyrensis 

Early and most free flowering sp. from Turkey with numerous deep orange 

flowers. This stock is collected near Bolu, Turkey at 1650 m (AHEP-8313). 

 

2.00 

185. Crocus angustifolius flavus 

Flowers rich indian yellow without purple stripes on back of petals, excellent 

grower. Collected by me near Oreanda, Crimea (R-8306). 

 

2.00 

`             186. Crocus antalyensis 

Flowers nicely rounded clear lilac blue with a warm yellow centre and blue 

suffusion on outside base. As our stock is raised from seeds, can be 

somewhat variable. From Antalya in S Turkey. Not a difficult novelty. 

 

 

3.00 

187. Crocus banaticus (w) 

One of the most distinct autumn flowering Crocus species with deep lilac 

blue flowers, three outer flower segments are much larger than three inner. It 

looks somewhat like a small Iris flower. Although very seldom offered, it is 

a good grower in cool, moist position, although we grow it without great 

problems on open beds, too. From Romania. 

 

 

 

 

2.00 

188. Crocus baytopiorum 

A most exciting species with pale but brilliant blue flowers with delicate 

slightly darker veins. Very rare in cultivation but not very difficult. Very 

limited stock. From SW Turkey. 

 

 

6.00 

189. Crocus biflorus subsp. adamii 

Very beautiful large flowering, very variable in colour population from 

Bitschenag pass, Nakhichevan, nears the border with Armenia. The best 

population of this very variable subsp. we have ever seen, in any case far 

better than others offered under this name. Flowers blue or violet, tinted or 

striped darker, large.  

 

 

 

 

5.00 

190. Crocus biflorus subsp. pulchricolor 

Flowers rich bluish violet, somewhat darker to the base with large deep 

yellow zone in centre. Collected by Chris Brickell and Brian Mathew at Ulu-

Dag, NW Turkey. 

 

 

3.00 
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191. Crocus biflorus subsp. taurii 

Excellently growing form from N Turkey, prov. Sivas with attractive violet 

blue flowers and yellow throat. One of the most distinctive and very lovely! 

Free flowering and easy in cultivation form  (LP-7260). 

 

 

2.00 

192. Crocus cancellatus subsp. cancellatus (s) 

Flowers bright violet blue with dark purplish feathering on the exterior, 

Corms with very coarse reticulate tunic. Here not very easy, because our 

winters usually come too early, but in W Europe grows without any 

problems. 

 

 

 

1.00 

193. Crocus chrysanthus 

One of the earliest and brightest spring flowering crocuses, very floriferous. 

Flowers very bright golden yellow. Collected on alpine meadow in 

Macedonia, former Yugoslavia. 

 

 

3.00 

194. Crocus chrysanthus ‘GOLD MINE’ 

First really semi-double Crocus which we have ever seen. Very floriferous, 

at least half of flowers with a lot of additional petals. Flowers brightest 

golden yellow with somewhat orange flush. Selected in our nursery from 

open pollinated seedlings of Crocus chrysanthus. 

 

 

 

10.00 

195. Crocus chrysanthus ‘USCHAK ORANGE’ 

One of the earliest Crocuses in our collection which blooms in abundance 

with bright orange flowers. Collected near village Uschak, Turkey. Very 

distinctive cytologically, in our opinion must be separated as subspecies. 

 

 

2.00 

196. Crocus dalmaticus 

Flowers large lilac, exterior quite variable marked with fine purple lines, 

throat yellow. Usually under this name Crocus sieberi is offered. We offer 

the true species collected near Petrovac, Montenegro at 700m (CEH-537).  

 

 

2.00 

197. Crocus etruscus ‘ROSALIND’ 

Mutation of Crocus etruscus ‘Zwanenburg’ with pale greyish lilac, shaded 

greyish yellow exterior and pale violet inside of petals, throat yellowish. 

 

1.00 

198. Crocus flavus subsp. flavus 

Flowers brilliant orange, tips of segments pointed. Our stock is raised from 

seeds collected in Turkey and sent to me by Chris Brickell, but we lost the 

origin of them (possibly BM-8530). Easy and good seeder. 

 

 

1.00 

199. Crocus fleischeri 

Flowers purest white, stigma large, bright orange, very dissected. Very 

unusual corms and corm tunics. 

 

1.00 

200. Crocus gargaricus subsp. herbertii (w) 

Excellent form from Ulu-Dag mnt. range in NW Turkey with bright orange 

flowers and stoloniferous habit (MP-81/3a). If planted and left undisturbed 

for a few years then every spring it will flower in abundance and slowly 

increase occupying the entire spot, but never will become a weed. Naturally 

very small corms. 

 

 

 

 

3.00 

201. Crocus heuffelianus (w) 

Flowers purple with deep purple tips, variable, very large. Collected by me 

in E Carpathians, mountains pass Lizja. 

 

3.00 

202. Crocus heuffelianus ‘ALBA’ (w) 

Flowers pure white very slightly bluish marked at top of outer petals. 

Intensity of marks can vary from absent to quite distinct. Collected in E 

Carpathians, mountains pass Uklin.  

 

 

7.00 
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203. Crocus heuffelianus ‘DARK EYES’ (w) 

Very prominent selection from material collected by me on pass Uklin, E 

Carpathians. Flowers bright purple with very large, contrasting blackish 

purple blotch at the tip of the petals. 

 

 

7.00 

204. Crocus heuffelianus x ‘BRIAN DUNCAN’ (w?) 

Raised from C. heuffelianus seeds collected in my garden, but certainly of 

hybrid origin. Flowers large, light purple with large dark purple blotch on the 

upper part of the petals and a white tip. One of our “gems”! 

 

 

5.00 

205. Crocus heuffelianus x ‘NATIONAL PARK’ (w?) 

From the same seedpod as ‘Brian Duncan’. Flowers large, rounded, light 

purple with dark purple base, longitudinal stripe and blotch on the upper part 

of the petals outside, the tip of petals white. One of our “gems”! 

 

 

5.00 

206. Crocus heuffelianus x ‘WILDLIFE’ (w?) 

Third seedling of the same seed pod as “National Park’ and ‘Brian Duncan’. 

Lighter than its siblings with very rounded flowers, light lilac purple with 

somewhat darker blotch at tip of petals. Very floriferous. 

  

 

5.00 

207. Crocus jessopiae 

Very late flowering nice sp. with tiny white flowers. Possibly of hybrid 

origin (B. Mathew). 

 

2.50 

Crocus korolkowii (s) 
 While travelling via Central Asia I collected large quantities of this very early and 

excellently growing Crocus sp. Especially variable was a population from Agalik valley, 

Serawschan, not far from Samarkand. After careful selection, I separated several very beautiful 

forms, much better than offered by Dutch bulbgrowers. 

208. ‘AGALIK’ 

Very early, flowers large celandine yellow with slightly brown striped back 

of petals. 

 

1.00 

209. 'DARK THROAT' 

Flowers large rounded bright yellow with conspicuous dark brown throat of 

flower. Flowers very abundantly.  

 

1.00 

210. ‘GOLDEN NUGGET’ 

Selected by Vaclav Jošt (Czech Republic) from material collected by me in 

Agalik. Flowers dark yellow with brown back of petals. 

 

1.00 

211. ‘KISS OF SPRING’ 

Flowers very large, very rounded, pure deep yellow. One of the best varieties 

selected by me. 

 

1.00 

212. ‘MOUNTAINS GLORY’ 

Very early, flowers bright yellow with wide brown stripe up to the middle of 

petals outside. 

 

1.00 

213. ‘NUMBER TWELVE’ 

Earliest with starry bright yellow flowers and brown throat. Very beautiful. 1.00 

214. ‘SPRING COCKTAIL’ 

Flowers medium size, yellow with intensively brownish spotted back of 

petals, very nice. 

 

1.00 

215. ‘VARZOB’ (“unicoloratus”) 

Flowers pure yellow, the back of petals with slightly greenish tint. Very 

beautiful, much better than Dutch form offered under the name 

‘unicoloratus’. From Chinoro, Varzob gorge, Tadjikistan. P.C. AGS-1997. 

 

 

3.00 

216. ‘YELLOW TIGER’ 

Flowers very large, deep yellow, the back of petals intensively striped 

brown, resembling skin of tiger. One of the best, very limited stock! 

 

3.00 
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217. Crocus kosaninii 

Flowers bright lilac blue with dark violet stripes and feathers on the exterior, 

throat yellow. Beautiful and easy in garden although still quite rare. 

Received from Göteborg as collected by H.Anderson in Kosovo, Yugoslavia.  

 

 

5.00 

218. Crocus kotschyanus subsp. kotschyanus 

Very beautiful autumn flowering crocus, which has a bad reputation with 

commercial Dutch growers who in last years widely distributed excellently 

growing, but almost never flowering clone. We grow crocuses for flowers 

but not for forage. Our stock is raised from wild collected seeds and is very 

floriferous. Flowers light purple with two bright yellow spots at the base of 

each petal. 

 

 

 

 

 

0.50 

219. Crocus malyi 

Flowers purest white with rich yellow throat, large. The bright orange style 

branches give a magnificent contrast to the white segments. Excellent form 

from Croatia, Velebit mountains, 520m  (CEH-519). Very easy. 

 

 

1.50 

220. Crocus medius  

Flowers uniform lilac purple with bright orange stigma, autumn flowering. 

Collected in Alps Maritimes by Michael Hoog. Not difficult. 

 

1.00 

221. Crocus michelsonii (s) 

One of the earliest spring Crocuses, flowers in very nice dark blue shade 

outside, inside whitish with blue throat. Best to keep in frame or alpine 

house, because need dry summer. From Arvaz valley, Kopet-Dag, 

Turkmenistan. 

 

 

 

20.00 

222. Crocus nudiflorus 

Flowers large bright purple violet with bright orange style. Stoloniferous 

habitus, so if left undisturbed in the garden the spot slowly increases. From 

moist alpine meadow near Soldeu, Andorra (JMH-8149). 

 

 

2.00 

223. Crocus pulchellus ‘ALBUS’ 

One of the best purest white autumn flowering crocuses selected by us from 

seedlings of C. pulchellus ‘Zephyr’. Throat yellow. Far better than Crocus 

speciosus ‘Albus’ although flowers are a bit smaller. 

 

 

3.00 

224. Crocus pulchellus ‘EARLY’ 

Nice clear blue early flowering form selected from seedlings from various 

sources. 

 

1.50 

225. Crocus pulchellus ‘LARGE’ 

This form we selected from our seedlings and it differs in more prominent 

veining on the back of petals and somewhat darker tint of flower colour. 

Seems to be more floriferous, too. 

 

 

1.00 

226. Crocus pulchellus ‘LATE’ 

Flowering a week later with somewhat smaller flowers, very beautiful, violet 

blue, selected from our seedlings. 

 

1.50 

227. Crocus pulchellus ‘ZEPHYR’ 

Flowers white shaded pearly grey, very large with yellow throat. Certainly a 

hybrid with C. speciosus. 

 

1.00 

228. Crocus reticulatus subsp. reticulatus 

Flowers large, starry, bright sky blue, outside pale with dark purple stripes. 

We offer an exceptionally beautiful form selected from the stock originally 

collected in Moldavia (Bessarabia). 

 

 

3.00 
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229. Crocus reticulatus x angustifolius ‘JĀNIS RUKŠĀNS’ 

This wonderful Crocus was raised and named by our Lithuanian friend 

Leonid Bondarenko who found it between seedlings of Crocus reticulatus. 

Flowers very early and abundantly, making 8-10 flowers from corm which 

lasts very long. In all aspects similar to Crocus reticulatus, but flowers light 

yellow with purple brown stripes on back of petals. 

 

 

 

 

10.00 

230. Crocus scepusiensis 

Flowers bluish purple with dark blotch at the tip of the petals. Very vigorous 

and floriferous form raised from seeds collected in S Poland. 

 

2.00 

231. Crocus sieberi ‘MICHAEL HOOG’S MEMORY’ 

Very unusual form of Crocus sieberi accidentally collected in Greece in type 

locality of Crocus robertianus and sold to us under that name. But it was 

flowering in spring with silvery lilac, nicely striped outside, rounded flowers 

with golden yellow throat and showed good increasing rate. We decided to 

name it in honour of our great friend, from which we received this treasure. 

 

 

 

 

15.00 

232. Crocus tauricus 

Very distinctive from other biflorus complex with erect silvery grey leaves 

and very long toothed rings of corm tunic. Very different from subsp. adamii 

under which it is included in the marvellous monograph of Brian Mathew. 

Flowers large, violet blue striped or flushed on white ground, very variable. 

A true gem! Nikitskaya Yaila, Crimea. Easy in garden. Offered only by us. 

 

 

 

 

8.00 

233. Crocus tauricus ‘BLACK SEA FOAM’ 

Excellent selection from material collected in the wild with very dark violet 

and white striped rounded flowers. Very distinctive. Every year in our 

notebook received five stars. From Nikitskaya Yaila, Crimea (R-8307/2). 

 

 

12.00 

234. Crocus tauricus ‘CLOUDY SKY’ 

Another excellent selection from material collected in the wild with nice 

rounded flowers, light (almost white) coloured with very contrasting stripes 

on back of petals From Nikitskaya Yaila, Crimea (R-8307/9). 

 

 

12.00 

235. Crocus tommasinianus 

Flowers lavender to violet, exterior silvery grey. True species collected in 

Bosnia-Herzegovina, near Trebinje. Very floriferous, excellently growing 

population (CEH-534). 

 

 

0.40 

236. Crocus tommasinianus ‘ALBUS’ 

Nice albino form with purest white flowers selected by late Aino Paivel from 

Tallinn Botanical Garden, Estonia, better than the form grown in Europe. 

 

0.80 

237. Crocus tommasinianus ‘PICTUS’ 

Flowers light violet with a dark purple marking at the tip of petals. 1.00 

238. Crocus tommasinianus x C. vernus ‘YALTA’ 

I raised this wonderful crocus from seeds received from Nikitsky Botanical 

Garden in Yalta, Crimea under name C. tommasinianus. Certainly a hybrid 

with a large flowering garden variety. Outer petals very light silvery blue, 

inner dark violet blue. 

 

 

 

2.00 

239. Crocus veluchensis (w) 

This stock is carefully raised from seeds collected wild in Bulgaria. Flowers 

very nice, dark purple with white throat, a little variable. Do not like 

complete drying out in summer, because forming of new roots starts before 

the leaves of previous season dry up. Just for this reason is very rarely 

offered by bulb nurseries, but do not suffer much from replanting, if planted 

immediately after receiving of corms. 

 

 

 

 

 

7.00 
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240. Crocus vernus subsp. albiflorus 

Flowers generally pure white, occasionally some purple. Very well growing 

form raised by us from seeds collected spont. in Bavarian Alps. 

 

2.00 

241. Crocus vernus subsp. vernus f. graecus 

Very rare variety with small soft blue flowers from Greece. 1.50 

242. Crocus versicolor 

Flowers bright violet to lavender and white, always with distinct purple 

feathering on exterior of segments. Very vigorous and variable population 

collected in S France, dept. Var. Excellent grower and one of our favourites. 

 

 

 

4.00 

EMINIUM 

A good drainage and sunny spot is needed, we recommend annual harvesting (we grow 

them outside) and keeping of tubers (or pots) during rest in a greenhouse thus providing a hot 

temperature regime. When planted shallowly, it produces long (up to 20 cm) contractile root to 

get the tuber deeper.  

243. Eminium albertii 

Very beautiful Aroid from Central Asia with very large velvety maroon 

black spathe at ground level between rosette of narrow leaves with long, 

pointed basal lobes. Our stock is collected in Varsob valley, Tadjikistan 

where it is growing side by side with Iris rosenbackiana. Offered for first 

time. Very limited stock.  

 

 

 

 

25.00 

244. Eminium lehmanii 

Another beautiful Aroid from Central Asia with very large velvety maroon 

black spathe at ground level, but differ from Eminium albertii by wide leaves 

with indistinct basal lobes. Our stock is collected near Chimgan; Uzbekistan 

on a very steep south faced clayey slope. 

 

 

 

 

15.00 

EPIPACTIS 

245. Epipactis palustris 

Very nice orchid up to 60 cm high with pinkish white flowers spotted orange 

and with violet pinkish nerves, up to 20 in spike. In nature under shrubs in 

moist meadows near springs on dolomites. Collected in N Osethia (NCaucas) 

by our Lithuanian friend. 

 

 

 

 

15.00 

ERYTHRONIUM 

 Generally like light shade and peat/leaf enriched soil which never dries out completely. 

Must be planted immediately after receiving. Replant after 3-4 years for they dislike disturbance. 

We grow them in full sun on a slightly eastern-faced slope, side by side with Corydalis and the 

results are excellent. 

246. Erythronium albidum 

Flowers solitary, white tinged pink on 10-cm scape, leaves blue green. If left 

undisturbed for several years due to being stoloniferous, makes an 

expanding, abundantly flowering patch. 

 

 

8.00 

247. Erythronium californicum 'WHITE BEAUTY' 

Flowers large, creamy white, yellow in the centre with reddish brown spots 

in the throat. Very vigorous form. 

 

3.00 

248. Erythronium dens-canis ‘FRANS HALS’ 

Flowers imperial purple with greenish bronze basal spot. 2.00 

249. Erythronium dens-canis ‘LILAC WONDER’ 
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Flowers imperial purple with chocolate-brown basal spot. 2.00 

250. Erythronium dens-canis subsp. niveum 

White flowering stock from Bibor mnts. Romania. 2.00 

251. Erythronium dens-canis ‘PINK PERFECTION’ 

Flowers clear pink, almost white in the throat, early flowering. 2.00 

252. Erythronium dens-canis ‘ROSE QUEEN’ 

Flowers deep pink, beautifully bronze mottled leaves. 2.00 

253. Erythronium dens-canis ‘SNOWFLAKE’ 

Flowers pure white. 2.00 

254. Erythronium dens-canis 'WHITE SPLENDOUR' 

Flowers white with dark red-brownish basal spot, leaves mottled. 2.00 

255. Erythronium sibiricum 

Siberian ally of E. dens-canis, generally flowering later and with much 

larger, bright cyclamen-purple flowers. Very beautiful! Here, planted under 

shrubs in half shade, naturalises. 

 

 

10.00 

256. Erythronium sibiricum ‘ALTAI SNOW' (earlier offered under name 'Alba') 

Very vigorous albino form flowering much earlier than usually grown with 

very large pure white, sometimes fading to very light lilac flowers. Excellent 

increaser, self-sowing (we have never found hybrids with purple forms)! 

Collected in Altai, W Siberia at upper limit of this sp. Possibly worth of 

subspecific rank. 

 

 

 

 

12.00 

257. Erythronium sibiricum 'WHITE FANG' 

Another extreme of this wonderful species with pure white flowers and 

narrower segments than in ‘Altai Snow’, and without any markings in the 

centre. It comes up when all the other E. sibiricum forms have finished the 

flowering. Leaves plain light green. Slower increaser. Very limited stock! 

 

 

 

25.00 

258. Erythronium x ‘PAGODA’ 

Vigorous hybrid with numerous pale sulphur yellow flowers with a brown 

ring in the throat, leaves neatly marbled. Height 30-40 cm. 

 

 

1.00 

FRITILLARIA 

259. Fritillaria acmopetala 

Flowers pale green with purple suffused tips, inside shining green. Height 

50-60 cm. 

 

1.00 

260. Fritillaria bithynica 

Flowers bright green, narrowly bell shaped, height 20 cm. Collected Mugla, 

SW Turkey. 

 

3.00 

261. Fritillaria bucharica  

Flowers white with green nectaries, very floriferous and vigorous form from 

Hodji-obi-Garm village in upper reaches of Varsob river, Hissar mnt. range, 

Tadjikistan.  

 

 

5.00 

262. Fritillaria camschatcensis 'AMUR' 

This very beautiful quite compact growing stock comes from an unnamed 

island in the river Amur (continental part of Russian Far East). Flowers 

large, brownish black up to 6 on 40 cm stem. Makes large robust bulbs, 

which commercially are better than those of ‘Tomari’ stock.. We grow it in 

full sun on a S faced slope. Fertile. 

 

 

 

 

5.00 

263. Fritillaria camschatcensis ‘TOMARI’ 

Flowers large, almost bluish black up to 6 on top of 50 - 60 cm long stem. 

This tall growing form is collected in South part of Sakhalin Island near 

Tomari and it feels very well in full sunshine, too. Bulbs smaller, more 
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stoloniferous than the ones of the continental form. Fertile.  5.00 

264. Fritillaria carica 

Up to 3 bell shaped yellow or brownish yellow flowers on 20 cm long stem. 

From SW Turkey. 

 

2.00 

265. Fritillaria caucasica 

Flowers narrowly bell-shaped, 2,5 - 3 cm long, purplish on slender 20 - 30 

cm stem. Collected near lake Sevan, Armenia. 

 

6.00 

266. Fritillaria collina 

Flowers very large, broadly campanulate, pale yellow chequered reddish 

brown. Collected near village Holst, N Osethia in a moist meadow between 

grass and small shrubs at 2400 m. 

 

 

12.00 

267. Fritillaria crassifolia subsp. kurdica ‘ARAGATS’ 

Flowers deep greenish brown, very shiny. Height 20 cm. Very uniform stock 

from Mnt. Aragats, Armenia. 

 

8.00 

268. Fritillaria crassifolia subsp. kurdica ‘BITSCHENAG’ 

Similar to previous but distinctly shorter (up to 15 cm high). Collected in 

Nakhitschevan near village Bitschenag. 

 

   8.00 

269. Fritillaria crassifolia subsp. kurdica ‘ORDUBAD’ 

Flowers very large, brownish green of beautiful shape, height 20 cm. Very 

uniform population from Nakhitschevan near village Ordubad. 

 

8.00 

 

N.B. 267, 268 and 269 are very beautifull forms of this very various subsp. of Fritillaria 

crassifolia, better than very variable stock offered as ‘Talish Strain’ (Nr. 270). 

 

270. Fritillaria crassifolia subsp. kurdica ‘TALISH STRAIN’ 

Flowers yellowish green with yellow tips and light reddish purple 

chequering, excellent in a sunny position. Collected on stony slope near vill. 

Gosmelyan at 1860 m, Talish, S Azerbaijan. 

 

 

4.00 

271. Fritillaria davisii 

Flowers 1-2 per stem deep chocolate-purple with greenish chequering on 15-

cm stem with two broad basal leaves. From S Greece. 

 

3.00 

272. Fritillaria eduardii 

In our opinion, it is the best of large growing Fritillaria, a close relative to F. 

imperialis, but flowers in abundance every spring and much earlier with 

more upright and wider opened flowers in various yellow-orange-reddish 

shades on 1 m stem, without the unpleasant smell. Incredibly frost resistant - 

in full flowers without any damage survived night frosts even - 8
0 

C. Do not 

increase vegetatively and it takes 7 - 9 years from seed to first flowers - this 

is the reason for high price. From Harangon, Tadjikistan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

273. Fritillaria elwesii 

Flowers narrowly cylindrical almost black with green midrib and grey 

suffusion, height 30 cm. Likes sun, dry summer, but easy. From S Turkey. 

 

4.00 

274. Fritillaria graeca 

Height up to 30 cm, flowers 2-3, more or less brown tessellated on green 

with green stripe along midrib of each segment, leaves grey green. 

Mountains of S Greece. Easy. Well separable from F. pontica by seed 

capsules and by shape of bulbs which in our stock is round, without horns. 

 

 

 

4.00 

275. Fritillaria imperialis ‘LUTEA’ 

The yellow ‘Crown Imperial’. Flowers clear yellow with faint moss green 

veins, height 0,8-1,0 m.  

 

2.00 

276. Fritillaria imperialis ‘SULPHERINO’ 
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Flowers soft tangerine orange with delicate carmine purple veins and slightly 

yellowish margin. 

 

2.00 

277. Fritillaria meleagris 

This stock is raised from seeds collected wild in Latvia - in wet meadows of 

the river Lielupe. Some botanists think that it is a garden escaper, others that 

it is a native, making the Northern border of this species area. Flowers 

purplish brown chequered, slightly variable. 

 

 

 

5.00 

278. Fritillaria meleagroides GIANT FORM 

We received this marvellous frit many years ago under the name F. 

ruthenica, but only recently we checked its correct name and it turned out to 

be F. meleagroides. It is so vigorous and so much larger than other forms 

grown by us, that it seems to be a polyploid although absolutely fertile. 

Flowers up to eight, very dark blackish brown on very strong, up to 60-70 

cm long stem. Kevin Pratt wrote that “All the visitors are admiring your 

plant, and asking where to buy it!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.00 

279. Fritillaria meleagroides ‘POLTAV’ 

This form we also received and earlier offered under the name F. ruthenica. 

It is much smaller plant, not longer than 40 cm. Flowers smaller, up to 3 on 

stem, dark brown, but variable. Collected wild in Poltav district, NE 

Ukraine.  

 

 

15.00 

280. Fritillaria michailovskyi DWARF 

Flowers dark reddish-purple with bright yellow upper third of petals up to 

five on a 15 - 20 cm stem. Quite variable. Our stock is raised from wild 

collected seeds. 

 

 

1.00 

281. Fritillaria michailovskyi LARGE 

Another stock of this species selected from seedlings of wild origin usually 

making larger, very floriferous plants - 25-30 cm high. Flowers dark reddish 

purple bordered with bright yellow band. 

 

 

1.00 

282. Fritillaria nigra 

Flowers 2 to 4, broad bell shaped, green heavily tessellated deep brown on 

up to 50-cm high stem. Very easy growing species. Although we grow this 

stock for many years, we are not certain, that there is any significant 

difference with stocks grown under name F. montana and F. orientalis. 

 

 

 

2.00 

283. Fritillaria olgae 

Numerous pale green flowers with pink suffusion on 50-60 cm long stem. 

Need early replanting, because in our collection it is the first species, which 

are making new roots (long before old foliage died). Plant immediately after 

receiving but not water much. From Varsob valley, Tadjikistan. 

 

 

 

40.00 

284. Fritillaria pallidiflora 

Flowers very large, straw-yellow, campanulate on 40 - 60 cm stem. Very 

beautiful form from N Dzungarian Alatau, Kazakhstan. Although it is not 

very variable sp., our stock seems a bit better and larger than the one grown 

in Holland. 

 

 

 

2.00 

285. Fritillaria pallidiflora ‘FLORE PLENA’ 

Unique novelty accidentally find in garden of our Czech friend with very 

unusual double flowers, making approximately 20 petals instead of 

normally six. Unique rarity carefully multiplied by our friend. Only very 

few bulbs for sale. Offered only by us! 

 

 

 

100.00 

286. Fritillaria persica ‘IVORY BELLS’ 

Another one of the greatest treasures of our collection - creamy white 

mutation of famous F. persica ‘Adyiaman’. After harvesting we keep bulbs 
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in a greenhouse to provide hot rest and to induce abundant flowering next 

spring. Extremely rare, offered only by us! P.C. AGS 1997 

 

100.00 

287. Fritillaria pontica 

Flowers uniformly olive green with slightly yellowish tip of petals and light 

brown suffusion on 30-cm stem. Bulbs round with horn-like excrescences, 

seed capsules winged. From Central Bulgaria. 

 

 

2.50 

288. Fritillaria raddeana  

Flowers pale greenish yellow, very early, height approximately 1-m. Easy 

growable in full sun. Surprisingly frost resistant - last springs in large shoots 

it survived temperature drops up to -15
0 

C, but flowered regardless of some 

foliage damage. Collected Arvaz, Kopet-Dag mnt. range, Turkmenistan. 

 

 

 

7.00 

289. Fritillaria ruthenica  

Very beautiful sp. with dark brown bell shaped flowers on 40 - 50 cm stem. 

Very floriferous. From Penza distr., Central Russia. We place it among best 

frits. For the last years offered only by our nursery! 

 

 

12.00 

290. Fritillaria sewerzowii 

Up to 20 widely flared yellowish, greenish or brownish purple flowers in the 

upper axils of the leaves on 30 - 50 cm stem, very attractive. Collected Ber-

Kara gorge, Kara-Tau mnt. range. 

 

 

4.50 

291. Fritillaria stenanthera 

Flowers pinkish with purplish base, only 5 - 12 cm high. Should be kept dry 

during summer. Collected in Ugam mnt. range, Uzbekistan. 

 

7.00 

292. Fritillaria thunbergii 

This species usually has been misnamed and offered as F. verticillata. 

Flowers white with light purple-green veins on up to 40 cm long stem, upper 

leaves with tendrils. Prefers to be lifted every summer. 

 

 

5.00 

293. Fritillaria verticillata  

One of the most beautiful Fritillaria sp. with large white and greenish veined 

widely opened somewhat stumpy flowers on 50 - 60 cm stem. Flowers every 

year in abundance. It has nothing in common with plants usually offered as 

F. verticillata by W Europe nurseries, which are much smaller and correctly 

must be named F. thunbergii. Prefers early replanting as new rooting starts 

very early (although not so early as with F. olgae). This year we offer 

seedlings, which can be somewhat variable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30.00 

GERANIUM 

 Although quite similar in flowers, tuberous geraniums well differ in flowering time, 

habitus, and tuber’s shape. All of them like sunny position, good drainage.  

294. Geranium charlesii ‘AMAN-KUTAN’ 

Very distinct and undoubtedly the best of tuberous geraniums, very 

floriferous, compact, completely covered with pinkish purple flowers, 

blooms much earlier than other tuberous geraniums. Slower increaser. We 

recommend annual lifting to provide dry summer rest. Collected Aman-

Kutan pass, Seravschan mnt. range, S Uzbekistan.  

 

 

 

 

20.00 

295. Geranium charlesii ‘TIMURLAN GATE’ 

Another form of this marvellous species with significantly larger flowers and 

different shape of foliage - it is much less divided than of plants from Aman-

Kutan mountain pass. Collected at so called Timurlan Gate, Nuratau 

mountain range.  

 

 

 

20.00 

296. Geranium charlesii var. punctata 

Most beautiful form of Geranium charlesii we have ever seen, so different  
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that it is worth of subsp. rank even. Foliage very slightly divided but with 

very prominent deep reddish purple markings - spots and lines. Flowers 

purple. Collected Sina, Chulbair mnt., SW Hisar.  

 

 

75.00 

297. Geranium linearilobum subsp. transversale (G. transversale) 

Later and a little smaller than G. macrostylum, with violet 

purple flowers. Collected near Mnt. Chimgan, Uzbekistan 

during one of my first expeditions to Central Asia in late 

seventies. 

 

1 tuber - 1.00 

10 tubers - 7.00 

 100 tubers - 60.00 

298. Geranium linearilobum subsp. transversale (G. transversale) f. laciniata 

Very beautiful and unusual form of this wonderful species with leaves 

having only 4-6 narrowly linear entire lobes which give a plant very delicate 

elegance. Unusual and showy. Naturally small tubers. Collected at 

Bashkizilsai, Uzbekistan.  

 

 

 

15.00 

299. Geranium macrostylum ‘LEONIDAS’ 

An exquisite large flowering form with bright pink flowers, marked with 

purple veins from Greece, prov. Fokis, Giona range (AH-8938) at 1300-m 

altitude. Up to 50 cm high. 

 

 

1.50 

300. Geranium macrostylum ‘ULU-DAG’ 

Flowers pink with purple lines, height 30 cm. Very well 

growing form from Ulu-Dag mnt, NW Turkey, collected at 

1450 m alt. (MP-81/3d). 

1 tuber - 1.00 

10 tubers - 7.00 

100 tubers - 60.00 

301. Geranium malviflorum 

Very robust, large growing sp. from S Spain. Flowers violet 

blue or violet with strong darker veins. Rootstocks resemble 

small claws, very different from other species. 

1 tuber - 1.00 

10 tubers - 7.00 

100 tubers - 60.00 

302. Geranium tuberosum 

Flowers fine violet purple marked with darker purple veins. Tubers rounded 

and knobbly all over, very different. Origin unknown. 

 

 

1.00 

GLADIOLUS 

303. Gladiolus imbricatus 

Flowers small, but numerous, bright reddish purple. Height up to 50 cm. 

Only recently introduced in the garden from wet meadows of the Gauja river 

valley in Latvia. Absolutely hardy and not difficult in garden! 

 

 

5.00 

304. Gladiolus segetum 

Rosy red flowers in dense spike, height up to 40 cm. Collected near vill. 

Chuli in Kopet-Dag mountains, Turkmenistan. Must be kept dry during 

summer. 

 

 

10.00 
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GYMNOSPERMIUM 

 Better plant on a South faced slope to provide good summer rest, but does not like very 

long staying out of soil. Need excellent drainage. Here sometimes reproduce itself by selfsowing. 

305. Gymnospermium albertii 

One of the most beautiful sp. flowering as soon as snow melts. Flowers 

yellow with red-brown veins in nodding racemes on brownish red stem. 

Height up to 20 cm. This season we offer a stock collected near Chimgan, 

Uzbekistan Very limited stock! P.C.AGS-1994. 

 

 

 

 

20.00 

IRIS 

 

JUNO (SCORPIRIS) SPECIES 

 All of the offered species we grow in open beds on the South faced slope. We harvest 

them annually, in such a way providing dry summer rest, but some can stay in the soil for a few 

years. At planting we always powder thick perennial roots and bulbs with chalk or dolomite 

chalk, which stimulates good rooting and helps to prevent bacterial rot. 

306. Iris albomarginata 

We offer true species collected in locus classicus. Flowers light blue with 

white blotch but quite variable on 10 to 25 cm long stem. Similar to I. 

zenaidae and I. graeberiana, but smaller in all parts True Iris albomarginata 

has never offered before and is extremely scarce in collections. 

 

 

 

40.00 

307. Iris aucheri 

Robust species with large, somewhat variable pale blue flowers in leaf axils, 

height up to 30-40 cm. From SE Turkey. 

 

6.00 

308. Iris bucharica ‘BICOLORED’ 

Very easily growing species. This stock of unknown origin has bicoloured 

creamy white flowers with yellow blade, and is excellent increaser. Height 

50 cm. 

 

 

2.00 

309. Iris bucharica ‘DUSCHANBE’ 

Very vigorous tall growing form with deep yellow flowers from Tadjikistan. 

Collected by our friend A. Kruminsch in 1978 near Duschanbe. In contrary 

to A. Hoog’s statement, it never reverts to bicolour form and is much more 

beautiful than others. 

 

 

 

6.00 

310. Iris bucharica ‘MONSTROSA’ 

Very unusual form with aborted style branches. When we saw them at first 

time, we thought that it is some seasonal variation caused by abnormal 

temperatures, but when the same form came up next year, we decided that it 

is genetic mutation. At any case nothing similar we can find here between 

other Juno. We still are something doubtfull about stability of this form. 

Possibly in other climatic conditions it will revert to usual, normal flowers. 

 

 

 

 

 

10.00 

311. Iris capnoides 

Flowers 2-3, widely winged, smoky bluish grey with yellow crest on 20 cm 

high stem. Extremely rare species, which never before was cultivated. 

Offered only by our nursery. Very few. Collected by us in a stony meadow 

in locus classicus, valley Bashkizilsai, W Tian-Schan, Uzbekistan.  

 

 

 

50.00 

312. Iris caucasica 

Late flowering sp. Flowers are greenish yellow with a yellow ridge on falls. 

Height 15 - 20 cm. Collected near lake Sevan, Armenia. Very limited stock! 

 

15.00 

313. Iris cycloglossa 

Up to 50 cm tall, late flowering species with very large bright blue and white  
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flowers of somewhat unusual shape. Easy growing in well drained sunny 

spot. Very tolerant. From NW Afghanistan, SW of Herat (W-7727). 

 

12.00 

314. Iris graeberiana  

Flowers clear methyl blue with white, dark tipped falls. True, fertile form, 

easy separable from superficially very similar hybrid by thin storage roots. 

 

5.00 

315. Iris x “graeberiana” ‘WHITE FALL’ 

Flowers clear methyl blue with white, dark tipped falls. Very vigorous. 

Sterile form of hybrid origin with large, thick storage roots. 

 

   3.00 

316. Iris x “graeberiana” ‘YELLOW FALL’ 

Another sterile hybrid form of this wonderful Juno iris differing from usually 

grown in light yellow, dark tipped falls. Easy growing very tolerant plant. 

 

3.00 

317. Iris magnifica ‘AGALIK’ 

The tallest of Juno irises with very light blue flowers. The easiest in the 

garden. Excellent form from Agalik valley, Seravschan mnt. range, 

Uzbekistan. 

 

 

3.00 

318. Iris magnifica ‘ALBA’ 

Very beautiful and vigorous white form carefully multiplied from a single 

plant discovered among blue forms in the same Agalik valley near 

Samarkand, Seravschan mnt. range, Uzbekistan in 1977. 

 

 

5.00 

319. Iris maracandica 

Height 10-15, rarely 20 cm, flowers 2 to 4, creamy yellow with a widely 

winged haft on a short stout stem. This stock is collected near Dshizak, 

Nuratau mnt. range, Uzbekistan and is very nice and vigorous. Very limited 

stock! Usually incorrectly called dwarf forms of I. orchioides and sometimes 

I.svetlaneae has been offered under this name. We offer true I. maracandica 

from its locus classicus. 

 

 

 

 

 

40.00 

320. Iris orchioides ‘CHIMGAN’ 

Iris orchioides is extremely variable species and probably should be divided 

into several subspecies, but much more studies in the wild are necessary to 

make the final decision. So we still offer them all under the name I. 

orchioides. This is one of the tallest forms - up to 35 cm high with 3-6 pale 

greenish yellow flowers with a widely winged haft of the falls. Storage roots 

long and thick. Collected near mnt. Chimgan, Tschatkal m. range, 

Uzbekistan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

30.00 

321. Iris orchioides ‘KURAMIN’ 

This stock is similar to the following stock from Urungachsai, but is a bit 

more stocky. Flowers large, almost pure white with yellow crest. The most 

whitish of all cultivated stocks! Storage roots thin. Collected in Kuramin 

mnt. range, Uzbekistan. Very limited stock! 

 

 

 

30.00 

322. Iris orchioides ‘URUNGACHSAI’ 

This stock represents the other extreme of variation of this species being 

dwarf, only 12-15 cm tall with 1-3 large creamy white or creamy, yellow 

crested flowers. One of the showiest Juno irises, certainly worth of the FCC 

award. Keeps its dwarf habitus in culture, too. Storage roots thin. Collected 

on a steep grassy slope in the valley Urungachsai, Ugam mnt. range, 

Uzbekistan. 

 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

323. Iris orchioides ‘YELLOW’ 

Quite rare form of this beautiful species of unknown origin, received from 

Alma-Ata Botanical garden with pure yellow flowers. Height up to 30 cm. 

 

20.00 

324. Iris parvula 

It is true species collected in locus classicus with quite small, but very nice  
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greenish yellow to yellow flowers on very proportional 15-20 cm long stem. 

Under that name is grown a lot of different Juno, but we offer undoubtedly 

true I. parvula, which certainly is much more beautiful than plants from 

other stocks. From Sina, Chulbair mnt. range, SW Hisar.  

 

 

 

35.00 

325. Iris persica 

Very beautiful dwarf growing sp. (height only 10 cm) with somewhat dull 

purple crested in yellow flowers of unique shade. Can be quite variable. 

Collected by our Czech friend E of Aksarzy, Turkey. 

 

 

30.00 

326. Iris rosenbachiana ‘HARANGON’ 

One of the earliest Juno irises, flowering together with the earliest Crocuses 

immediately after melting of snow. Flowers are very large, white with violet 

tint, falls purplish violet, anthers white. One of the most beautiful forms. 

Excellently growing stock coll. in Harangon, Hisar mnt. range, Tadjikistan, 

which in flower colour approximates to so called I. nicolai. 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

327. Iris rosenbachiana ‘SINA’ 

Another stock collected just in the type locality (locus classicus) from where 

it was described. Its flowers are yellowish with almost black falls something 

intermediate by colour between ‘Varzob’ and ‘Harangon’ stocks. (In our 

opinion names I. nicolai, baldshuanica and possibly I. popovii, too, are only 

synonyms of widespread and variable I. rosenbachiana.) From Sina, 

Chulbair mnt. range.  

 

 

 

 

 

20.00 

328. Iris rosenbachiana ‘VARZOB’ 

Another very different form of this charming species, which we collected in 

a grassy meadow at 1800 m in Chinoro, Varzob gorge, near Duschanbe, 

Tadjikistan. Flowers are very large, creamy white even yellowish with 

velvety purple black falls, anthers yellow. In flower colour it approximates 

to so called I. baldschuanica. 

 

 

 

 

30.00 

329. Iris tadschikorum  

One of the smallest Juno in our collection, height only 10-15 cm with up to 3 

pale lilac or even somewhat translucent white flowers. Close to I. parvula 

but well differing by size, flower colour and foliage. Collected near Zaamin, 

Turkestan mnt. range.  

 

 

 

 40.00 

330. Iris vicaria ‘HODJI-OBI-GARM’ 

A nice Juno iris excellently growing in the garden with almost white slightly 

bluish shaded flowers, height 40 cm. Collected near Hodji-obi-Garm, Varsob 

valley, Tadjikistan. 

 

 

3.00 

331. Iris vicaria ‘MAIHURA’ 

A little bit variable stock with light blue flowers. Seems to be the dwarfest of  

“vicarias” and the latest of known stocks. When it starts, other stocks finish 

flowering. Collected in valley Maihura, Hissar mnt. range, Tadjikistan. 

 

 

 10.00 

332. Iris vicaria ‘SINA’ 

The most beautiful of  “vicaria” stocks grown by us with nice slightly violet 

blue flowers with large light yellow blotch on the fall. From Sina, Chulbair 

mnt. range. Very limited stock. 

 

 

20.00 

333. Iris warleyensis ‘TAHTA-KARACHA’ 

This certainly is one of the best forms of this marvellous species with up to 5 

flowers on 40-cm high stem. Flowers sky blue with deep purple violet 

rimmed white blade and yellow orange crest. Plant of incredible beauty. 

Need warm rest. From Tahta-Karacha pass, Seravschan mnt. range.  

 

 

 

30.00 

334. Iris x warlsind 

Very vigorous Juno iris considered to be a hybrid between I. warleyensis and  
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I. aucheri (sindjarensis), but it is quite doubtful. Actually it more looks as a 

hybrid between I. warleyensis and I. bucharica. Standards deep blue, falls 

yellow, edged blue. 

 

 

5.00 

335. Iris willmottiana 

This is a quite variable species, too. The stock offered this year is apr. 20 cm 

high with 3 - 8 nice blue flowers on short stout stem with quite densely 

packed foliage at flowering time. One of the most showy and desired Juno 

species. From the valley Sajasu, Karatau m. range, Kazahstan. 

 

 

 

40.00 

336. Iris zenaidae 

Flowers large, deep cobalt blue, widely winged with white, striped blue 

blade, crest white with distinct blue rim. One of the rarest and most beautiful 

species introduced in culture. Seems to be good grower. Collected in its 

locus classicus - Kugart valley, Fergana mnt. range, Kirghizstan.  

 

 

 

 60.00 

RETICULATA IRISES 

337. Iris danfordiae 

Flowers deep yellow. Wild collected fertile stock. In my opinion much better 

than Dutch grown sterile triploid form. 

 

4.00 

338. Iris x ‘FRANK ELDER’ 

Flowers blue with subtle infusion of yellow-green, spotted blue on the falls; 

crest yellow. Hybrid between I. histrioides var. major and I. winogradowii.  

 

3.00 

339. Iris histrioides var. major 

Standards french-blue, falls gentian blue, blotch bluish veined on whitish 

ground with a small yellow vein. Rarity! 

 

4.00 

340. Iris hyrcana ‘TALISH’ 

The earliest flowering of all bulbs in my collection, flowers often emerge 

through snow, at least a fortnight before the Dutch form. Very easy in the 

garden (the easiest of all Reticulata irises), excellent increaser. Flowers 

variable purplish blue or blue. Collected by us in Talish, S Azerbaijan.  

 

 

 

4.00 

341. Iris x ‘KATHERINE HODGKIN’ 

Flowers primrose yellow with bluish tint, very large. Prefer light 

shade, peaty soil which never dries out completely, but it grows 

in full sunshine, too, although then it is not as vigorous. 

1 bulb 1.50 

10 bulbs 13.00 

100 bulbs 110.00 

342. Iris kolpakowskiana ‘ALMA-ATA’ 

One of the rarest Reticulata irises with large light and dark purple and blue 

flowers and crocus-like leaves. Blotch on the fall bright yellow. Earliest of 

Central Asian “reticulatas”. Very beautiful, well growing and increasing 

here in open, south faced field. Foothills near Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan.  

 

 

 

20.00 

343. Iris kolpakowskiana aff. ‘IHNACHSAI’ 

One of the most beautiful reticulata irises ever seen. Flowers smaller than to 

other Central Asian “reticulatas”, and it is last from that trio to start to 

flower. Standards lanceolate, light blue with something pinkish tint up to 

almost white or even pure milky white, sometimes nicely veined and 

reticulated purple, falls deep purple with distinct white rim. We were very 

surprised when during our last expedition found reticulata iris at height of 

2800 m which in no case can be named foothills, which are nominated as 

homeland for I. kolpakowskiana. It seems that this plant must be identical 

with “Iris winkleri ?” reported from Itelgesai not far from Ihnachsai but it 

has reticulate tunic (Iris winkleri - longitudinally ribbed). Collected in 

Ihnachsai, Pskem mnt. range, Uzbekistan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80.00 

344. Iris winkleri 

One of the most beautiful Central Asian “reticulata” irises. Superficially  
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quite similar to I. kolpakowskiana but with longitudinally ribbed tunics and 

larger, sturdier flowers. Something later flowering. Undoubtedly far better 

grower. Its introduction is the result of a dramatic expedition of our team to 

Fergana mnt. range, Khirghizstan (see AGS Bulletin, vol. 66, No.3, pp. 366-

377).  

 

 

 

 

80.00 

345. Iris winogradowii 

True gem of this section with very large, soft primrose yellow flowers early 

in the season. Prefer light shade, peaty soil with good drainage, but which 

never dries out completely because rooting starts early. Very rare! (N.B. 

Now we are working on increasing of white form of this marvellous species, 

which will be offered in few years.) 

 

 

 

 

 

10.00 

ONCOCYCLUS, REGELIA AND REGELIOCYCLUS IRISES 

 

346. Iris x ‘DARDANUS’ 

Hybrid between I. korolkowii and I. iberica with strong tall stems and large 

flowers – standards shaded and veined bright lilac, falls with coarse purple 

veins on creamy ground. Height up to 60 cm. 

 

 

3.00 

347. Iris hoogiana 

Two or three large scented plain lilac blue flowers with yellow beard, 

fragrant. Something variable species. Height 40 – 60 cm. 

 

3.00 

348. Iris hoogiana ‘BRONZE BEAUTY’ 

Vigorous hybrid with tall strong stems and exceedingly beautiful flowers – 

standards light heliotrope violet, falls rich dark violet, both shading into a 

cinnamon-brown towards the edges. Height up to 70 cm. 

 

 

5.00 

349. Iris iberica ssp. iberica 

Flowers very large (up to 10 cm in diameter) with heavy spotted and veined 

brown falls, standards white or pale bluish, only very faintly veined. 10-15 

cm high. Need good summer baking and protection against damp conditions 

in winter. From Georgia. 

 

 

 

15.00 

350. Iris iberica ssp. elegantissima 

Generally similar to ssp. iberica, but falls reflex very sharply so that the 

blade lies almost vertically. Standards of our form generally densely violet-

purple striped on creamy white. Distributed in Northeast Turkey. Need good 

summer baking, growable only under covering. 

 

 

 

10.00 

351. Iris korolkowii 

One of the most beautiful Regelia irises with rather elongated creamy white 

flowers with blackish maroon veining and rather insignificant beard of dark 

hairs. Up to 60 cm high. Not difficult in garden and especially in bulb frame. 

 

 

5.00 

352. Iris x ‘ORION’ 

Standards violet purple with darker veining, falls reddish brown with purple 

veining and blue crest. Up to 50 cm high. 

 

4.00 

353. Iris paradoxa 

Most distinctive of all Oncocyclus irises. Nearly horizontal falls are very 

small and very dark blackish violet, almost entirely covered by dense beard. 

Standards white with delicate dark veining. Need good summer baking, 

growable only under covering. 

 

 

 

15.00 
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354. Iris sari 

Flowers usually veined crimson or brownish purple on a yellowish or creamy 

ground with yellow beard. Very variable and not too difficult species but 

here growable only under covering because needs good summer baking. 

 

 

10.00 

355. Iris stolonifera ‘GEORGE BARR’ 

Standards white, shaded heliotrope violet, broadly edged dark chocolate 

brown, falls lilac with narrow chocolate-brown edge and veining, beard sky 

blue. Height up to 40 cm. 

 

 

 

5.00 

LEUCOJUM 

 Can grow in light shade and in an open garden, prefers a rather heavy soils, which never 

dries out. Plant as soon as possible. 

356. Leucojum nicaense 

Flowers white on 5 - 15 cm long stem in April or May. One of the easiest of 

small Leucojum species, increasing freely by division. In colder areas better 

in an alpine house. 

 

 

2.00 

357. Leucojum vernum var. carpaticum ‘PODPOLOZJE’ 

Flowers purest white with yellow tips, excellent growing form collected by 

me near village Podpolozje in E Carpathians. 

 

2.50 

358. Leucojum vernum var. vagneri 

Very robust form with two green tipped flowers per stem. Petals narrower 

than v. carpaticum. Usually with two stems per bulb. Very old, pre-war stock 

excellently growing here in many country houses. 

 

 

 

2.00 

LILIUM 

359. Lilium sachalinense  

Very easy growable sp. which flowers much earlier than all other lilies in our 

collection, starting in the first week of June. Flowers large, with wide petals, 

bright yellowish orange, heavily spotted, upright. From S. Sakhalin Island. 

 

 

 

5.00 

LISICHITUM 

360. Lisichitum camtschatcense 

Very nice aroid with large white spathes for moist bed or pool side, although 

can withstand even quite long dry periods. We are growing them on peaty 

bed with thick polyethylene laid below makin wet “pot”. From Sakhalin 

Island, near Tomari. 

 

 

 

 

20.00 

MUSCARI 

 Prefers sun, some can grow in light shade, too. Easily growing in good, well drained soil. 

361. Muscari ‘BABY’S BREATH’ 

New variety with very nice pale greenish blue flowers, something new 

between traditional Muscari colours. Raised in Britain. 

 

3.00 

362. Muscari heldreichii 

Flowers almost spherical, bright blue with white recurving lobes in 

dense racemes. Received from Bot. Institute, St. Petersburgh. 

 

5 bulbs - 1.00 
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363. Muscari latifolium 

Flowers oblong, blackish violet with strongly constricted mouth, 

upper sterile flowers much paler. Nice colour contrast. Usually only 

1-2 leaves. Our stock raised from seeds collected in Turkey. 

 

 

5 bulbs - 1.00 

364. Muscari leucostomum 

Flowers very dark blue, almost black. Collected near Duschak, Kopet-Dag 

mnt. range, Turkmenistan. 

 

3.00 

365. Muscari pallens 

True wild sp. from N Caucasus, where it grows in rock crevices. Flowers 

variable - white and very light blue, sometimes with yellowish tint in small 

spikes. One of the most beautiful Muscari. Collected near village Holst, 

North Osethia.  

 

 

 

3.00 

366. Muscari sp. ‘DARK EYES’  

Beautiful Muscari with bicoloured spikes - lower flowers dark blue, upper 

light blue, nice foliage. 

 

2.00 

367. Muscari sp. ‘SKY BLUE’  

Of the same origin, only lower flowers light sky blue, upper pure white, 

unusual, but very beautiful combination. 

 

2.00 

366., 367., - reported as selected from wild material originally collected near Nalchik,  

 Kabardino-Balkaria, N Caucasus and sent to Mr. A. Verinsh, Riga, Latvia.  

 

ORNITHOGALUM 

 Beautiful but much overlooked bulbs, generally because of few species, which can be 

terrible weeds in the garden. Ornithogalums offered by us will never bring such a trouble to your 

garden. They all are easy growing, need good, well drained garden soil, depending on sp. - sun or 

light shade. Some give excellent cut flowers. Low growing Ornithogalums bloom in May, tall 

growing species - in June, July (in Latvia). 

368. Ornithogalum balansae 

One of the earliest Ornithogalums of our collection. Up to 12 snow-

white flowers in rosette of leaves. Prefers sunny position in well-

drained sandy soil. 

 

 

5 bulbs - 1.00 

369. Ornithogalum fimbriatum 'AI-PETRI' 

Flowers pure white, among a numerous narrow, densely hairy leaves, height 

10 - 15 cm. Collected in Ai-Petri yaila (high mountain meadows), Crimea. 

Very beautiful! 

 

 

3.00 

370. Ornithogalum fimbriatum 'OREANDA' 

The same sp. only collected much lower, almost at the sea level with very 

wide, densely hairy leaves, looks as completely different sp. Flowers white, 

height 15 cm. Collected Oreanda, Crimea. One of our favourites. 

 

 

3.00 

371. Ornithogalum flavescens 

Tall growing (70-90 cm) sp. with small yellowish flowers in loose racemes. 2.00 

372. Ornithogalum montanum 

Quite late flowering sp. with up to 15 white flowers among several arching 

outwards leaves, height up to 20 cm. Every season marked as very good.  

 

2.00 

373. Ornithogalum narbonense  

Flowers milky white in long, many flowered spikes, approximately 70 cm 

long. Middle season flowering of tall species - in the first week of July. 

 

2.00 
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374. Ornithogalum ortophyllum subsp. kochii 

Flowers are white in a dense umbel in a rosette of narrow leaves, quite 

similar to common Star of Bethlehem, but without bulblets around the base 

of the parent bulb. From vill. Sakharna, Moldavia (Bessarabia). 

 

 

1.50 

375. Ornithogalum platyphyllum ‘TALISH’ 

Nice large flowering species with green-white flowers in compact raceme 

among wide leaves up to 20 cm high. Need dry summer rest. Collected near 

vill. Gosmeljan, Talish, S Azerbaidzhan.  

 

 

4.00 

376. Ornithogalum platyphyllum ‘VARDAOVIT’ 

Very similar to ‘TALISH’ stock, but seem to be something longer. In any 

case good grower in garden. Collected in Armenia, near Vardaovit. 

 

4.00 

377. Ornithogalum ponticum ‘SOCHI’ 

Only recently described sp., somewhat close to O. pyramidalis from S 

Europe, under that name we offered it earlier. Flowers pure white densely 

spaced on compact (60 cm) spikes, very spectacular and useful for garden 

and flower cutting. Collected in forest, near Sochi, S Caucasus. Unexpected 

request last season almost exhausted our stock forcing us to rise the price.  

 

 

 

 

5.00 

378. Ornithogalum schmalhauzenii 

Very dwarf sp. with sessile umbel of white-green flowers. Leaves narrow, 

numerous. Ideal for rock garden or alpine house. Nice addition to the 

showiest species. Collected Mnt. Hustup, Zangezur mnt. range, Armenia. 

 

 

3.00 

379. Ornithogalum sintenisii 

Flowers snow-white, dark green on reverse in a very compact, sessile umbel 

among leaves. Height 10 - 15 cm. Very beautiful. Collected on a stony slope 

between Lerik and Gosmeljan, Talish, S Azerbaidzhan.  

 

 

3.00 

380. Ornithogalum tenuifolium 

Flowers are white with green in a dense umbel among numerous, very 

narrow leaves. Height 10 cm. Non-invasive! Coll. Spitak distr., Armenia. 

 

 

2.00 

OSTROWSKIA 

381. Ostrowskia magnifica 

Unusual representative of Campanulaceae with a big tuberous rootstock 

with 6-10 slightly blue, large flowers up to 15 cm across on up to 1,2 m long 

stem. Needs well-drained place, dry in late summer. As big plants do not 

tolerate replanting, we offer 5 years old seedlings, which will flower in 2-3 

years. From Hissar mnt. range, Tadjikistan. Very limited stock! 

 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

OXALIS 

382. Oxalis adenophylla 

Prefers sunny position and well drained peaty soil. Flowers profusely with 

dainty lilac pink flowers. Leaves glaucous in dense cushions. 

 

0.50 

383. Oxalis obtriangularis 

Height apr. 10 cm. Green leaves (in shape resembling O. triangularis) 

appears in the beginning of May together with creamy white flowers. Nice 

rhizomatous plant for shady locations. Absolutely hardy here. Collected near 

Vladivostok, Far East, Russia. Very limited stock. 

 

 

 

15.00 
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PAEONIA 

 Although not a bulbous plant, we are including it here, because it has thick rootstock and 

is easy to replant at the same time when we generally dispatch bulbs. 

384. Paeonia obovata 

Very beautiful species from Far East with large dark pink flowers, but 

especially spectacular are its fruits - combination of bright purple-red 

(without seeds) and dark ultramarine blue (with seeds). We offer 4-5 year old 

seedlings, which will flower in 1 - 2 years. Light shade. Collected near 

Ussurijsk, Far East, Russia. 

 

 

 

 

 

25.00 

POLYGONATUM 

385. Polygonatum humile 

Stems upright up to 20-cm tall, flowers solitary, white. We collected stock 

near Vladivostok, Far East, Russia. Limited stock. 

 

 

4.00 

PUSCHKINIA 

386. Puschkinia scilloides ‘ARAGAT’S GEM’ 

Wild collected stock of this well-known plant, being slender, with bigger 

flowers and a far better arrangement of the raceme than for the usually 

cultivated stock. Good increaser. From Mnt. Aragat, Armenia.  

 

 

 

3.00 

SANGUINARIA 

387. Sanguinaria canadense 

Nice plant for shady places under large trees with beautiful snow-white 

flowers opening out to 4-6 cm across early in spring and nice large foliage in 

summer. Plant immediately after receiving, rootstocks dislike drying out. 

 

 

2.00 

388. Sanguinaria canadense ‘MULTIPLEX’ 

Much more beautiful form of this nice species with large fully double white 

flowers. Definitely prefers moist woodland conditions and partial shade. We 

offer the F.C.C. form. 

 

 

 

6.00 

SCILLA 

389. Scilla mischtschenkoana 

One of the earliest scillas flowering in the garden together with the earliest 

crocuses. Flowers are bluish white with darker midrib. 

 

0.50 

390. Scilla mischtschenkoana 'ZWANENBURG' 

Flowers are almost white with very pale-blue midrib, flowering a bit later. 1.00 

391. Scilla puschkinioides 

Flowers 3 to 6, greyish white with sky blue tinge. Not a choice plant, but a 

good addition to every Scilla collection for its quite different appearance. 

Need dry summer rest. Collected Kuramin mnt. range, Uzbekistan. Very 

limited stock! 

 

 

 

8.00 

392. Scilla rosenii ‘DARK BLUE’ 

Flowers very beautiful vivid blue with white centre, sharply reflexed like in 

Erythronium. We grow it in full sun, in peaty soil, seeing to it never dry out. 

From Chra-Ckaro pass, Georgia, S Caucasus. 

 

 

4.00 

393. Scilla rosenii ‘CLOUDY SKY’ 
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Very beautiful selection with very light blue, almost white flowers, which 

flowers in great abundance. 

 

8.00 

394. Scilla vvedenskyi (S. bucharica) 

Up to 30 small sky blue flowers in lax racemes. Very beautiful but 

still very rare in cultivation. Need dry summer rest. Collected near 

Harangon, Hissar mnt. range, Tadjikistan. Very limited stock! 

 

Sorry, 

withdrawn 

for increase! 

SYMPLOCARPUS 

 Very rare in gardens Aroid flowering in spring without leaves. In nature it grows in light 

shade and moist, even boggy soil, which never dries out, but we grew it for years even in grass 

and it did not suffer from such conditions and flowered each spring. Certainly it feels better in 

moist "pockets". 

395. Symplocarpus foetidus 

Flowers with large, dark plum-purple spathe at the soil level, usually 2 from 

one plant, later develops large bright green leaves. Very unusual and 

beautiful plant from Tomari, S Sakhalin. 

 

 

 

25.00 

TRITELEIA 

396. Triteleia hyacinthoides 

Large (up to 2,5 cm wide) star shaped white flowers in compact umbel on 

30-cm long stem. Does well in open garden here. 

 

 

2.00 

TULIPA 

 Almost all tulips will benefit from sunny, well-drained spot in the garden. Optimal pH-6.5. 

We recommend annual bulb lifting and cleaning shortly before leaves dry completely. Here the 

best time for the replanting is September, in W Europe - later. 

397. Tulipa acuminata 

The Horned Tulip, flowers scarlet and yellowish with curious, narrow, 

twisted segments. Height 40 - 50 cm. 

 

1.00 

398. Tulipa batalinii ‘RED GEM’ 

Flowers vermilion with azalea pink glow, inside scarlet, baze black. Height 

15 cm. 

 

0.50 

399. Tulipa bifloriformis 

Flowers white, starry up to 15 on a stem, anthers black. Origin of this stock 

is lost, but certainly we collect it wild somewhere in Central Asia. 

 

1.00 

400. Tulipa dubia ‘BELDERSAI’ 

True sp. very different from Dutch grown. Dwarf with 2-3 wide, slightly 

undulated greyish, sometimes almost purple leaves and usually yellow with 

red suffused back of petals flowers, but can be red, orange and even yellow-

red striped. Collecting this sp. we especially searched for more unusual 

forms. Collected on hills, Beldersai ridge, not far from Chimgan. 

 

 

 

 

10.00 

401. Tulipa dubia ’CHIMGAN’ 

Another stock collected quite recently under name of T. dubia, but possibly 

misidentified and better to use name T. tschimganica (if it is acceptable at all 

and isn’t only synonym of T. kaufmanniana). Flowers orange, edged yellow. 

Taller than stock from Beldersai and with green foliage. 

 

 

 

5.00 

402. Tulipa eichleri 

Flowers large, brilliant scarlet red, leaves greyish green, undulated. Our 

stock raised from seeds of unknown origin and is slightly variable. 

 

1.00 
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403. Tulipa fosteriana 

Flowers very large, brightest red. We offer stock originally collected in 

Agalik valley, Seravschan mnt. range, S Uzbekistan, which excellently 

grows and increases here. 

 

 

1.00 

404. Tulipa grengiolensis 

Flowers primrose yellow with carmine red flush and feathered edge of 

petals. Canton Wallis, Switzerland. 

 

0.50 

405. Tulipa humilis 

Flowers pinkish, purplish or lilac, very variable stock, raised by us from 

seeds collected near lake Van, Turkey. 

 

2.00 

406. Tulipa humilis ‘LILLIPUT’ 

Exterior shining cardinal-red, inside cardinal red with violet base. 1.00 

407. Tulipa humilis ‘PERSIAN PEARL’ 

Exterior magenta rose with a greenish tint, inside cyclamen purple, base 

buttercup yellow. 

 

1.00 

408. Tulipa humilis ‘VIOLACEA ROSEA’ 

Light violet with yellow centre. 1.00 

409. Tulipa karabachensis 

Flowers 5-6 cm long primrose yellow on 30-cm tall stem. Still almost 

unknown in culture, but easy growing and very decorative. Good increaser. 

Collected in mnt. Hustup, Zangezur mnt. range, Armenia. 

 

 

5.00 

410. Tulipa kaufmanniana (Ugam) 

Flowers rosy edged white, inside white. Very early flowering, tall growing 

population from Ugam mnt. range. Limited stock. 

 

2.00 

411. Tulipa kurdica 

Flowers dark brick red, height 10 - 15 cm. Related to Tulipa humilis, 

possibly only a colour form of it. 

 

3.00 

412. Tulipa x ‘LITTLE BEAUTY’ 

Very nice dwarf growing hybrid with tyrian purple flowers with cornflower 

blue base and lemon yellow pollens. 

 

1.00 

413. Tulipa x ‘LITTLE PRINCESS’ 

Another very nice dwarf growing hybrid between T. hageri and T. 

aucheriana with blood-red flowers, inside with orange tint, base black, 

bordered yellow. 

 

 

1.00 

414. Tulipa orphanidea flava 

Flowers pale yellow, tinged orange and green on the exterior with slightly 

reflexed segments. Reported as imported from W Turkey. 

 

1.00 

415. Tulipa species s. n. sprengeri 

This excellently growing and flowering tulip species was received by us 

many years ago from Van Tubergen as T. sprengeri and offered under this 

name to you, until we received a couple of letters from our customers, that 

our stock was not true to name, but no one could tell us what its name had to 

be. Flowers crimson red, tinged lilac on 35 - 40 cm stem, very beautiful. 

 

 

 

 

2.00 

416. Tulipa turkestanica ‘DSHIZAK’ 

Very nice and floriferous stock of this quite variable sp., which we collected 

on rocks near Dshizak, Timurlan Gate, Nuratau mnt. range.  

 

3.00 
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417. Tulipa turkestanica 

We offer the true sp. with yellow anthers. Dutch grown type has black 

anthers which is more characteristic to T. bifloriformis. Collected at Aman-

Kutan pass, Seravschan mnt. range, S Uzbekistan. 

 

 

2.00 

418. Tulipa vvedenskyi 

We offer true T. vvedenskyi with very bright red flowers and very undulated 

leaves. One of the most beautiful sp., only 15 - 20 cm high, medium late 

flowering. Collected Chatcal mnt. range, Uzbekistan. 

 

 

1.00 

TULIPA VVEDENSKYI HYBRIDS 

 At the end of seventies we started our breeding program, using as a seed parent T. 

vvedenskyi and crossing it with various other sp. from Central Asia. T. vvedenskyi crosses readily 

with many sp., it is an excellent grower. As pollen parents we took sp. which were not so good 

growers in our cool, wet conditions, hoping in such a way to keep the genofond of those gems. 

Results surpassed all the hopes. Hybrids inherited the excellent growing capacity of T. vvedenskyi, 

in flowers appeared new colour combinations, excellent shape. Now we offer the best of these 

hybrids to you! Very unfavourable previous winters and summer conditions plus very great 

request in last years so shortened our stocks, that we were forced to withdraw a lot of our hybrids 

for some years for increase. 

419. Tulipa vvedenskyi x T. albertii - No. 1/1 - 'LADY GUNA' 

Flowers very bright red, inner base brownish black on yellow background; 

leaves plain greyish green, slightly undulated. Excellent increaser. 

 

3.00 

420. Tulipa vvedenskyi x (T. fosteriana x T. greigii) - No. 6/1 

Flowers very large, bright orange red with yellow-feathered edge, inner base 

black with yellow edge, leaves very undulated with wide dark purple stripes. 

Late flowering, one of the best. 

 

 

4.00 

421. Tulipa vvedenskyi x T. mogoltavica - No. 14/1 - 'GIRLFRIEND' 

Flowers start yellow with red back of petals, inner base black with red edge, 

but with every day the colour gradually changes to very unusual coppery 

orange tint of fantastical beauty. Leaves very undulated, purple striped. 

 

 

4.00 
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TERMS OF SALE 

ORDERS  are accepted ‘Subject to Crop’. Please list a few alternatives if acceptable.   

            Orders should be received before 15
th

 of August. 

BULBS generally sent out in August by AIRMAIL POST. Prepaid orders will be   

             dispatched at first. 

POSTAGE MINIMUM for Europe - please add USD 10.00; overseas - please add USD 15.00. 

  For large orders or ordering large, heavy bulbs (some Allium, Fritillaria etc.)  

             postage will be charged at cost. 

PHYTOSANITARY CERTIFICATE - for each consignment please add USD 5.00. 

ALL BANK CHARGES to be paid by customer. 

INSURANCE - We do not assume the responsibility about lost or damaged parcels during 

the postage, but we can effect an insurance against transit risks at the buyer's  

                       expense. It is 2% of insurance value + special packing costs, contact us about 

                       details, please. 

YOU CAN PAY: 1) sending your cheque to: 

 RABOBANK, - Kop van Noord 
Zandvaart 82, 1764 NV BREEZAND 

Holland, Acc. No. 1090.06.496 

Please add USD 10.00 for each cheque. Dutch customers paying in 

Dutch guilders can omit bank charges. 

 

or to: 

 ULSTER BANK LIMITED, Omagh branch, sort code 98-12-30 

14 High Street, Omagh, Co. Tyrone BT78 1BJ 

Northern Ireland, Great Britain. 

Acc. No. 65552096 

Payment is to be made in £ sterling only, using current exchange rate. 

 

2) Sending your cheque directly to me. Please add USD 10.00 for each cheque to cover 

bank charges. 

For large orders we recommend not to fill in the cash amount, but write on top of cheque 

"Not to exceed ...", followed by maximum amount of your order plus postage and other 

costs. If order is sent early, then please post-date cheque to prevent it becoming out of date 

at time of dispatch. 

Cheques can be in all major currencies. Any payment must be assessed at realistic rate of 

exchange. 

EURO-CHEQUES please send only in your national currency. Some small bank 

branches in Germany do not pay for Euro-cheques in dollars and bank charges can reach 

even 25%. 

3) In banknotes (undamaged) of any major currency at the current exchange rate. If 

customer sends out such a payment by mail it is entirely at his/her own risk! We 

recommend putting banknotes between two postcards and sending by registered post. 

INVOICES will be sent in separate envelope at the same time as bulbs or a little later. 

  Payment terms - 30 days from the date of Invoice. 

NEW CUSTOMERS are requested to send CASH WITH ORDERS including postage and all  

 other charges (phyto + bank + insurance). 

VISITORS  are welcome, moderate accommodation provided (Hotel 15 - 30 km).  

OUR TELEPHONES: tel/fax +371 41 32260, tel +371 941 8440 

TELEGRAMS:   Ruksans, Rozula, Cesu distr., Latvia. 

 

Sorry, we haven’t E-mail! 

 

1. vāks 
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Iris winkleri                  Jānis Rukšāns, Bulb Nursery, Sīpolpuķu audzētava, 2000  

 

2. vāks 

Fritillaria stenanthera                     Crocus x ‘Jānis Rukšāns’ 

Iris zenaidae                                   Puschkinia scilloides ‘ARAGATS’ 

 

1. lpp. 

Muscari pallens                       Iris bucharica ‘Monstrosa’ 

Iris korolkowii                         Geranium charlesii ‘Aman Kutan’ 

 

2. lpp. 

Allium fetisovii                     Crocus alatavicus 

Arisaema serratum                 Iris kolpakowskiana aff. ‘Ihnachsai’ 

 

3. lpp. 

Iris iberica ssp. iberica              Crocus baytopiorum 

Gymnospermium albertii           Iris albomarginata 

 

4. lpp 

Anemone nemorosa ‘Phyllodic Form’               Arisaema ciliata 

Colchicum szowitsii ‘Tivi’                                Eminium albertii 

 

5. lpp 

Iris tadschikorum                                     Tulipa kaufmanniana ‘Ugam’ 

Erythronium sibirucum                            Fritillaria olgae 

 

6. lpp. 

Corydalis solida ‘Latvian Zwanenburg’                     Fritillaria sewerzowii 

Iris vicaria ‘Sina’                                                        Allium nevskianum 

 

7. lpp 

Paeonia obovata                                               Allium darwasicum 

Tulipa vvedenskeyi x 6/1 

 

8. lpp. 

Allium tripedale                                  Crocus x ‘Wildlife’ 

Ornithogallum fimbriatum ‘Ai-Petri’             

 

3. vāks 

Fritillaria pallidiflora                        Allium obliqum 

Leucojum vernum carpaticum           Corydalis turczaninowii ‘Eiric the Red’ 

 

4. vāks 

Checkin our Allium collection                  Allium seravschanicum 

Corydalis alexeenkoana                             Iris rosenbackiana ‘Harangon’   


